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SYNOPSIS
One of the basic assumptions made in designing a structure
for ultimate strength by plastic design methods, is that a plastic
hi~ge can be formed; that is, that the member is capable of under-
going large inelas tic rotations wi thin a limited region (plas tic
'hinge' region) so that the moments may be redistributed to develop
the full strength of the structure. To accomplish these large ro-
tations, provisions must be made to prevent the member from falling
prematurely by lateral-torsional buckling.
This dissertation first considers the problem in general
\
and defines the conditions to be considered. These are, firstly,
the existence of an eigenvalue problem, and secondly, it considers
only a member subjected to end moments and shears at points of lateral
support only. The inelastic behavior of structural steel is then
reviewed and it is shown that the process of yielding is non-
homogeneous, the actual material being either in its elastic state
or else strain-hardened. Since each of these regions behaves in an
homogeneous manner characterized by its appropriate moduli, the
problem is reduced to a member with an abrupt change in stiffness.
The basic elastic differential equation is therefore de-
veloped by means of differential geometry and the necessary
linearization steps shown. Simplifications of these equations are
then considered and existing .elastic solutions are summarized.
I•
•
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Consideration is then given to solutions of the equations
for members which are partially elastic and partially strain-hardened.
The case of completely strain-hardened member is developed as a
starting point where it is shown that the resistance to buckling
depends almost entirely on warping torsion as distinct from St.
Venants torsion in the fully elastic case. The effect of St. Venants
torsion, moment gradient and end fixity are then considered as modi-
fications of the basic solution. The problem of a member with partial
strain-hardening is then dealt with and approximate solutions from
finite difference procedures found for warping torsion alone, .St •
. Venants torsion alone or a combination of the two , in terms of the
variables of moment gradient, extent of strain-hardening and end
boundary condi tions. SeveIal pre.~iminary tes ts on fixed ended members
are described and criticisms made of earlier results developed by a
different method.
The inelastic behavior of an actual member under moment
gradient is then considered and extent of strain-hardening developed
in terms of the required angle change for the member. This leads
to a specific design procedure which is outlined and several design
examples given .
I. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Field of Application and Reasons forHS.tudy
For many years, since the era .when structures were designed
and er~cted .on the basis of experience gained from trial and.error, th~
overall design of structures has logically followed .the scientific method.
,On the basis of certain general laws, the :specific behavior of a
structure was determined on the one .hand. On the other hand, the ma-
terial of which the structure .was to be built was subject to ex-
perimentto determine the point at which the general laws used in the·
theoretical analysis ceased to be valid. .Wi th ,materials connnonly
available or used for structures at the time this scientific method
was first introduced, it so happen~d that the general law used was
that ofa pure elastic. material while the experimental limit was
fract;ureof the material.
This background led to the development of an approach to
structural design which.required the calculation of maximum stress in
the structure on the basis of elastic action under the applied load-
ing, the maximum allowable stress being fixed by dividing ,the ultimate
.stress (fracture stress) .0£ the material by an appropriate factor of
safety. As times changed and materials changed, however, this approach
to structural design did not .
.Withthe appearance of .steel as a structural material, the
property of ductility was not completely considered when a design of
a structure using .this new materi.al was made. This is natural, as an
engineer realizes that his own lack of knowledge .about the behavior
••
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ofa material means th.at he must use .a greater factor of safety in
his design, . As long as the.approachis conservative, it has a
tendency to endure until it becomes uneconomical, Economy can be
effected by saving .in material, fabrication and erection cos.ts or in
design,. Therefore, the .knowledgeof .a general law, which is useable
and which. can predict the be.havior of .steel in this ductile range as
long as .nootl1ler adverse influences are intorudced, will enable the
engineer to .design with more confidence and consequently obtain
economy by.reduc:lng thefactorofsafety"Such.a procedure has oc-
curred over the last 20 to 30 years in.structural ste~lwiththe
development of the, so-.called "plastic methods 11 of design. , For a
generalintroduc tionto the concepts and de,tails involved in such a
. *method of design, reference can be made to' (1) ,
. ,Paralleling these developments of the design of a.structure
on the basis of its strength, but with a much greater tlmelag, ,has
been the concept .of design for stability.. Since the determination of
a buckling load requires the evaluation of :an eigenvalue from a
.differentialequation, it .was again,·fortuna·te that the particular
structural materials in use could be represented with the laws of
elasticity which necessitated only linear differential equations,
* Numbers in parentheses refer to references given at the end of
the dissertation.
•capable of solution. ,Even so the accumulation of such solutions and
corresponding eigenvalues bas be,en limited b:r the knowledge a~d
mathematical tools available to the mathematician and the engineer.
,Wi th the evolution of plastic design meth.ods where the
ductility of the steel is considered in thede,sign, the effect of this
inelastic behavior on the stability of the ,structure, both column and,
beam stability as well as local stability, must also be determined.
As before, in the case of elastic or strength design, these buckling
;solutions have followed general ·pli9.stic analysis I method with a time
lag. Indeed, for these ,cases of actlon outside the elastic range,
verY,few case.s have yet been ,solved. This dissertation is concerned
.with one, of these ,cases of inelasti.c action, that of beam stability or
lateral buckling where a be.am may buckle sideways out of its initial
plane of bending.
1.2 .Requirements of the· I P1asticDesign" Method
The greatest single assumption l.nthe use of plastic design
methods in structural steel is that at particular points in the
structure, a so-called plastic hinge can be formed. ThiS means that
over a limited .region of the .structure, the members must undergo con-
siderab1e plastic or inelastic deformation in order for other partr
of the structure to develop their full strength and so use all the
material to its full advantage. It is in these regions of plastic
behavior that the structure is acti.ng differently than assumed in the
"
older conventional elastic desi.gnmethods.
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Strengthwise, it b~s been amply shown that the structural
steel in use tody has sufficient ductility for the full formation of
this plastic hinge, and so that i.t can undergo conslderablerota.-
tionafter :i. ts fo:rmation, wi thoutthe plastic hinge moment falling
.of£. .This requirement i.s illustrated by the M vs. QJ (Moment versus
Curvature of the beam) diagram in Figure L However, s trengthis not
the only consideration.
We must also look at other factors which cause the M-QJ
curve to assume such forms as shown dotted in Figure land thus
prevent the realization of the plastic hinge. These factors can be
divided into two separate ·fields.
L Factors which prevent the attainment, stre.ngthwise,
of the full plastic moment of pure bending. Under
this heading would com.e the effects of axial force
and shear force.
2. . Factors which cause a reduction in the moment carry-
ingcapacity of the hinge as the rotation in thi~
region increases. Under this1h.eadingcomes the
stability effects and these may be divi.ded into sev-
eral classes.
a, The local buckling of elements which make .up
the cross-section of the-member (e.g. flanges
and web fora WF section.)
. b. .The .overall buckling .ofa member under the
effects of
-5
(i). Axial Force
(i.:i) Ben.di.ng .Moment
(UJ.) .' Shear Fo:rce
The overall. buckling may be classi..fied into
two types-
(1)
(il)
. Plane Buck,Jlng
Late.r.al~Torsional Buckl.i.ng .
.A ~arge amoun.t of analytical and e,xper.imentalworkhas been
done in the first field mE!utioned. Referen.ce i.smade to (l).for the
details of this work.
The secondfi.eld, . t.hat .of buckling $ however, has notbe,en
so adequately covered. Detai.led analyt.ical and experimental work has
been done in .the local buckling field (2) ~ (3), which has .clarified
the problem and lead to the presentation of simple de.sign recommenda-
tions .No general conclus:lons have yet been reach.ed~ however, on the
overall general bucklin.g of a member, acted on by various loadings
and restraints and subjected to vad.ous degre.es of inelastic
action. . Indeed the problem in such a case is almost im-
possible of general solution. However, some spe.cific cases of
inelastic action .have been solved. For the case of plane buckling of
a simply supported member subje.ctto axial force and bending moment ,
the reader is referred to (4).
,Some work has also be.endone for t.he lateral-torsional
buckling of a sImply-supported re~tangular and I-section members
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subjected to uni.form moment and inelastIc action (5), (6).
,It is the purpose of thi.s di.ssertationt.otreatt~is
problem of lateral-torsi-onal buckling more generally and from a
,different point of view than has hithertoforebeendone.
1.3 Objectives of· Disse,rlaUon
In view ·of .the foregoing preamble, the objective,s of this
dissertation can be summarized as follows:
.1. To theoretically analyze the lateral-torsional stability
ofa structural steel membeI' su,bjected.to various loads
and restraints when portions of that member must under-
go inelas tic de,forma t:1.ons .
,2. . To relate the behavior examined in ..Obje~ctive 1, to
that of practical steel structures.
3.
. C>
To formulate 'c,ertainspecifi.cde:sign .recommendations
suitable for lnclusion in a "pla~tic" design cod.e.
having widespread use, and which ..will enable the de-
signer to consi.der the phenomena of lateral torsional
buckHng ,of .component parts of a steel .structure in
an' economi,cal and safe manner.
,1.4 General Discussion of Froblem
1.4.1 Fundamental ,Approaches to ~oblems of$tability
There are two fundamentally di£ferentapproach~s to
problems of .stability. ,These are:
1. Point of Bifurcation ofE;quUibrium
2. Consideration of a second order problem on ~he
basis of assumed imperfe,c.ti.OIls of the member.
-7
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,The firs tonE'!" bifuf.'cation of equil:ibrillm~,requires the de-
termination of a second possible configuration as an equilibrium
posi tioR, and the correspondin.g eigenvalue or ch,arac teris tic value
of the load corresponding ,to this configuration. This bifurcation
may occur under constant load ,for ela,stic members or unde:r increasing
load for members subject to i,nelastic action. If no strain reversal
isconsi.dered, t.h:i.s inelast:lc case, leads to the tangent modulus concept.
,The se.cond apprOad.1l) tlh.e so~called "rationalmethod" be-
cause it 18 believed to more accurately deli.neate the act.ual be:·
havior of the structural member, requ1res t.he assumption of certain
i.naccuracies of loading o~' member straightness t.hus precluding, the
possibility of two equilJ.brium configurations. The equilibrium con-
di tions are formulated ont.he diO;formed structure~ thus giving ,a
second order problem. If elas t:ic ac ti.ononly i.s considered the limi t:-
ing load is determined by the maximum stress reaching ,the pro-
portional limi t. ,This leads to such expressions as the secant
formula for a column (7). If inelastic action is considered, the
question of stability must be examined to de:termine the maximum load.
-Although these two approaches are fundamentallY,different,
they are very often confused as in .special limiting cases they may
lead t.o the same. results •. Each has a number of points in its favor,
and each. one has a certain number of dr.awbacks .. Eventually it
Against: (i)
•
, ..,8
becomes a matter of engineering judgment as to which approach ,will be
used ina particular instance. Reference is made to (8) and (16) for
a discussion of, these matters in general and briefly these points
maybe summarized as follows:
1. Eigenva1ue,Solution
For: (i) Simple unified solution, capable of
extension to all buckling problems.
(ii) Can include effects of residual stress
as a modi fying fac tor for, "prac tical" "
members as indicated in advantage (iii).
(iii) Can simply be applied to inelastic
cases by concept of tangent modulus.
Predicts only bifurcation of the
equilibrium position which may or may
not indicate the maximum load the
specimen can carry.
(ii) Can not ,consider eccentricities of
member or loading which may, be
present, or dissYmmetry of cross-
section. It can be applied only where
bifurcation of equilibrium eXists.
2. Second Order Problem
•
For,: (i) Gives a rational explanation of
member behavior if eccentricities
~gainst: (i)
•
"
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(either accidental or intentional)
are presenL
(ii) If elastic .action only is consider~d
~treduces the design to a connnon
basis with strength considerations.
(iii) If inelastic action and other modifi-
cations (residual stress, etc.) are
present it forms the basis for the
prediction of the maximum load.
. Difficult to apply in more than .the
most simple cases .
(11) . Magni tude of acci.dentaleccentrici ties
are unknown.
(iii) ,Since the extension to inelasticcas~s
is extremely difficult, the method
cannot, in general use, therefore
predict the maximum load but only
the point of initial yield. Although
thi.s reduces the problem to a connno~
basis wi th ..conven.tional elas tic strength
design, it has been amply shown that
this basis is not theoretically sound
(although.experience has included
this as a factor of .safety) in man.y
cases.
••
\.
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In view of the advantages of the eigenvalue .approach
and the disadvantages of considering a second order problem
it is believed that for the particular problem of
lateral-torsional buckling, this first method should form the basis
of design, particularly for the .cases of inelastic action. This is
not to imply that the second order problem approach is not.a
valuable one, the only factor against it being that it is, at present,
uneconomical because of its difficulty.
This problem of judging .between the two methods can.never
....".~.-.
be answered by more than an opinion as it resolves itself to a com-
promise between economy of time for the economy of the results obtained.
To philosophize for a moment, this type of co~ditionmay.becon-
sideredthe justification .fortheexistence of the engineering pro-
fession.
1.4.2 Approach to Inelastic Problems
Depending on.the approach that is used on the stability
problem in general, Le. either as an.eigenvalueoras a second order
problem, the consideration of inelastic action varies •. In .the.second
.case it becomes necessary to know (or at least approximate) the in-
ternalbending and twisting stiffness or resistanceofthemember.at
every stage of the inelastic deformation. This, in itself, if a
formidable task. However, for the eigenvalue solution, all that is
necessary, is the knowledge of the minimum stiffnesses corresponding
to the critical point.; that is, knowledge of thestiffnesses at
one deflection configuration only. Moreover this deflection
-11
.conditionis the. simpler non-buckled .state.. It is natural that -the
second order problem which requires the greater work will_~translate
this work into more .accurate results (in this case, the maximum carry-
ing capacity of the member as compared to the point of the initial
.bifurcationofequilibrium for the eigenvalue method) and thereby into
material economy.
In either of these methods, the problem is made moredif-
ficult if the loading conditions are such that the degree .of inelastic
action varies along ,the length of the member, thus causing
the stiffness to .also vary along the length. .Thisis usually
overcome, again at the expense of economy, by considering .only ~he
most critical section. In considering .the second order problem, it
.has been shown(4) for the case of the lateral deflection of a simple
beam-column .in .single curvature that the effect if very minor .
.However, in general,no quantitative statement has been made with
respect to its accuracy in the case of the eigenvalue approach, the
only consolation being that it is usuallY.conservativeo
It .therefore seems, that, at the present time, at least for
the eigenvalue approach, the tangent modulus concept, based on.the
most critical section, summarizes the position for materials which
exhibit a general continuous stress-strain relationship indicated
in .Figure 2oStruc~ural steel, however, exhibits a different type
of behavior than this general stress-strain .relationo Thecurve
is discontinuous, consisting basically of an elastic portion, a.flat
•-12
yield level , andas train~hardening range (se.e Figure 2). This opens
up other possibilities of ·tackling the problem.
. For structural steel, in the usable range, if the. stress-
strain law can be approximated by three straight lines, the need for
consideration of inelastic action is not present as a straight
stress-strain .relationship is indicative of quasi-elastic action,
the governing equations ofwhlch are well known. Truly, the moduli
are different in each range, and this forms one problem which must be
ove:r;come.A further difficulty remalns to be discussed in this con-
cept ..
,Previously.». in structural steel, inelastic action .has been
confined to atransi tionbetweenthe e.lastic line and. the yield zone,
with a continuous variation .ofthe elastic constants from their full
elastic value to a value of zero in the yield zone (where a VS.E curve
is horizontal) .. If the stress-strain curve is to be .approximated
then by the. three lines mentioned above, . that portion of tile structure
which will be represented by the horizontal yield zone .willexhibit
.zero stiffness and consequently zero buckling strength. However, in
aC.tual fact, this yield zone does not exist. It appears only on
stress-strain diagrams because the strain is measured .over a .finite
le.ngth. The yielding process is, in j tself, discontinuous. It .occurs
by the.formation of .slip bands, the material jumping ,from its elastic
behavior to its strain-hardening state d:iscontinuously. Besdies
eliminating .the possibility of having a zone of zero stiffness in
, the .-material, this phe.nomena has si-mpli £led our problem;
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instead of having three possible zones of behavior of the structural
steel, there are now only two, Either the material is in its elastic
state or it is in i.ts strain=hardenirig .range.
This, then, forms the. basis of another approach describing
inelastic action. The behavior of ~ structure is broken .into two
zones - either elastic or strain-harde.ned.Eac.hof these.zones is
governed by the same equations but with different modu1L At. the
junction point between the two zones, the solutions of each zone
mus tbe matched for equilibrium and compatab.i1i ty.
1.4.3 Parameters Affecting Lateral-Torsional Buckling
Very often attempts have been .put forward to express the
lateral-torsional behavior of a member by a single parameter, This
cannot be done and .at the same time hope. to maintaln a consistent
accuracy of results.
,When .amember buckles laterally it u~dergoes lateral bend-
ing and twisting. The resi.stance to lateral bending ,is governed by
its bending .stiffness (EI) in this direction. The torsional resistance
consists of 'two parts
(a) St. Venant's Torsion (GK)
(b) Warping torsion (or cross bending) (EIa) ,
The proper combination of these three parameters wil~ give
the effective resistanc.e of a member to lateral-torsional buckling,
•..
•
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The division of the torsional resistance into the two parts
given above depends on the 1engthof the span ~ the, iboundary condi tions
\
and the type of cross-section..Cross-sections may be classified .as:
(a) Solid
(b) Thin-walled
(i) Open Section
(ii) Closed Section
For the details of torsional resistance of each of these
types of cross-section, the reader is refe.rred to (10) for the solip
cross-sections, (11) and (12) for thin-walled .opencross-sections and
(13) for thin-walled closed cross-sections.
In this dissertation only open thin-walled cross=sections
will be considered .
.The problem of buckling (i.e. bifurcation of equilibrium)
only ~xists if the member is loaded through the shear center paral~el '
to one of the principal planes of its cross-section. Thecross-
section treated in this dissertation is .considered to be doubly
sYmmetric with.the center of shear and centroid coinciding. ,Such a
member is typified by a symmetri.cal I orWF beam.
1. 4.4 Type of Material and Loading Condi tions
.Since solutions of inelastic lateral-torsional buckling
.cannot be expressed inexplicit form~ it is necessary to fix material
constants in order to obtain any solutions at all. For the purposes
of this dissertation the material was assumed to be structural
••
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carbon.A-7 steel. At .allstages the step before the final solution
is left .open .so that, in future, other material constants. may be sub-
stitut~d ,if they are of same general type.
The type of lateral loading met with in practice varies
greatl~ This contributes in .some degree to the large number of in-
dividua1s01utions to the lateral-torsional .buck1ing problem as each
onem\,lstbe treated .separate1y. Although some attempts (14). and (15)
. have been made to express loading by a single parameter by reducing
loading on the basis of .either maximum or mid-point deflections, little
generality has ensued.
In general the various types of lateral loading.may be
classified as follows:
(a) .. Applied between support points
(i) ,Applied at centroid
(it) .. Applied at shear center
(iii) Arbitrary point of .application
The loads may either be distributed or point loads.
(b). Applied .atsupport points
(i) . Moments
(it) . Shear
If it is realized that, for most structures in use, the
points of applied loading .a1so constitute points of support, it .wou1d
.seem that the most general case would be case (b) above.. However,
in .conventional elastic design such...was not gene.rally true. .The
•'.
•
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critical cases for lateral-torsional buckling ofte.n did not occur in
the final structure butdurlng .erect:i.on when other types of .loading
were acting .or when special free loads were applied.
Such is not the case for plastic design, however. While
precautions should still be observed with regard to erection, it is
the appliedloadin~ combined with the necessity of inelastic action
which are the .cri tical conditions 'for lateral- torsional buckling . For
these reasons, the type of loading in case (b) is the much more
prevalent:and critical type of loading and is therefore the type con-
sidered in this dissertation.
1.5 History and Li terature .Survey
The reader is referred to (15).and (16) for general in-
troduction to lateral-torsional buckling.
Thefirst.attempts at the theoretical calculation of the
lateral stability of a member was made for the case of a flat or deep
rectangular blade (b/hvery small) simultaneously by,L. Prandtland
A.G. Michell in 1899 .. Engineers had, of course, long ,realized the
necessity of allowing for lateral stability. Sir William Fairburn,
in advocating the ,rolling of a wrought iron I beam section in 1854,
thought that
."considerable width should be retained in the flange to
give lateral stiffness to the beam."
Thomas Box, in .his treatise on "Strength of Materials" in '1883 tackled
-17
the problem from a practical point of view by treati.ng the compression
flange as a column under direct load•. A bridge disaster in France
in 1897, attributed to sideways buckl:tng .of the beams, probably
added .interestto more fundamental investigations on the problem ..
When a beam, subjected to a bending ,mome.nt in its
principal plane, buckles sideways, it is then also subjected to tor-
sional loads. Thus further theoretic.al development in the problem of lat-
eralbucklingwas tied up with the development of the theory of mem-
bers subjected to torsion. In 1906 Timoshenko developed expressions
for the resistance of an I-beam .subject.to non-uniform torsion. In
1913 Timoshenko solved the lateral buckling problem for an I-beam,
traversely loaded, as an example of the energy method developed by him .
. An analysis for the case of an arbitrary thin-walledopencross~section
under, thrust, bending ,and twisti.ng was made by Wagner (1936), Kappus
(1938) and Goodier (1941) .
. Once the basic expressions for the linear differential
equations, derived from differential geometry on the one hand and
from an energy expression through calculus of variations on the other,
had been developed, the work took a basic line ofdevelopment~The
.contributions were aimed at obtaining a collection of solutions for
various cases .. These solutions were based on
(a)·Exactsolution of the approximate differential equation
in explicit form.
(b) Solution of differentional equation in infinite series
form (some of the problems are expressible as Bessel
•
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functions, the summation of which having ,alreadY,been
done, allowing an accurate answer).
'(c) "Approxlmate solutions, usually based on the energy
method.
By the very nature of the labor involved, the solution of
the various cases ona systematic basis,had to wait for moreeffi-
cient methods of arithmetical manipulation. Such means are provided
by elec~ronic computors, and in the last two years papers by
.,Salvadori (17) and the Illinois workers (18), have providedsys-
tematic solutions over a range of variable parameters for various
cases. Both of these papers form a valuable source and summary of
results when the member remains completely elastic.
In spite of these solutions of the buckling problem, at-
tention has also been focussed on attempts to obtain the corre~ponding
"secant" solutions. ,The reader is referred to references (14), (19)
and (20) for further details of thi.s method.
,Summarizing at this stage then we seem to have a fairly
complete list -of solutions for the elastic member ,although the
interpretation and presentation of these results, particularly when
combined with axial force for example, , has not been generalized.
The use, for example, of an effective length or a single loading
parameter to cover a variety of cases has not yet been definitely
established although some attempts have been made.
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The .consideration of ine.las ti.c ac tion forms the next ·de-
velopment .. It was reali.zed .that the bue,kling solutions obtained from
the elastic differential equation corresponded to the Euler load of a
column and that it only gave the. buckli.ng load for long deep slender
·beams where the buckling loads were uI1-sufficientto cause inelastic
action. Bleich (16) suggests that this inelasti,c e.ffect can .bestbe
allowed for by calculati.ngthe most critical stressed section.and
using a tangent modulus re.duct:Lonfactor ('T = Et/E .= Gt/G) in the
elastic solutions. .This approach forms a simple .and expedient means
of approximating, in a rational, uniform manner, the inelastic
effects. It is generally held that this practice is conservative,
however, recent investigations (9) have indicated that in some cases
it may even be on the unsafe si.de.
Neal (5) goes one step further byconsi.dering, in detail,
the effect of yielding (horizontal stre.ss-strain curve) on .the lateral
flexural rigidity and .initia1 torsional rigidity of a.rectangular
cross-section. He applies these results to lateral instability of
beams of rectangularcross~sectiondeducinga result directly for the
case of ·uniform bending where the conditions are uniform along .the
length of the member, and proposing a laborious finite difference
method for solution of beams with concentrated load at center and
cantilever beams. The local ri.gidi ties used for determining. the
buckling .1oad by ~ea1, were determined on the basis of the primary
bending moment remaining constant. Thus"his solution corresponds to
the reduced modulus solution of a column. Wittrick (21) pointed this
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out and deduced an equivalent formula on the basis ofatangent modulus
load, assuming .no unloading ofthe.cross-s~ction. Wittrickalso in-
cluded an analysis for an arbitrary strain-hardening slope (as com-
pared to Neal's horizontal yield level) in his paper.
Horne (6) extended these results for pure bending .to the
case of I-beams. His conclusions, however, were modified by other
prac tical considerations.. Eventually from this work limi ting cri tical
lengths of I-beams, as a basis for design, are presented (seeRef~rence
(22». The fundamental concept behind this work is a reliance on the
post-buckling strength of a member to provide the necessary moment
resista~ce over a large range of its deformation. Some of their
assumptions are also questionable and such. a basis for .structural
design is, at least, open to discussion •.
This represents, then, the present position, with regard to
the inelastic lateral-torsional buckling of structural beams. It is
hoped that this dissertation will place the design of such members on
a more rational basis and indicate a method of a more general solution
.than known.
.•
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II. . INELASTIC BEHAVIOR OF .·STRUCTURAL·,STEEL
2.1 General
The inelastic behavior of structura1member~ has been ex-
tensive1ydiscussed (23), (24) and i.t is not proposed.to review those
discussions here. The work has generally followed two basic lines
of development •. One is concerned with analytical behavior of plastics
and semi-plastics on the basis of mathematica1.theory of deformation
or flow. The other is concerned with the phenomenological behavior of
an .actua1 specimen under appli.ed loading•. Both of these approaches
have contributed their part to the total solution.
It is extremely hard to exactly correlate an .actua1 II).ateria1
to the behavior assumed in a general theory. In mathematical .analysis
an ideal material which has certain properties is assumed. The
"exactness" of an actual material to these properties can only.be
measured by. the comparisons of the actual behavior of the member to
that predicted on the basis of .an ideal materiaL The justification
of any idealization is the ease and econpmy with :whichi:he resulting
problem can be analyzed as compared with the correlation between .the
prediction ..and ac tualobservedbehavior •
It must be remembered, however, that any idealization .made
w~ichmay satisfactorily predict behavior in .an individual case,
must be based on sound physical facts so that extrapolation of the
same conc.ept.s to other cases is possible .
2.2
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Yielding of Structural Steel
2.2.1 DirectS tress
A look at Figure 2 wouldindic.ate that the extension or
strain.ofanuni-axially loaded member occurs homogeneously. and is a
continuous process. It .~hould be remembered, however,. that the strain
represented in such a diagram is determined .by measuring .an .average·
strain.overa .finite gauge length. It is well known (25) that the
actual extensionofa steel specimen i.nthis yield zon,e occurs in small
slip bands. The slip take.s place .in .a finite jump, the .strainover.a
finite length being .determined by the .elastic stretching plus a dis-
crete number ora zone of these."jumps". The local strain at the
jump .corresponds to the so-called sttain-hardening .stitain (about
15 x 10-3 forA-7 steel) •
.This phenomena has been also observed experimentally by
viewing the formation and spread of the Lueder's lines.
This .fact is fundamental as it i.s in di.rect contradiction
to the assumptions o.fhomogeneity usually made in general inelastic
b';1cklingtheories.•. This does not mean, however, that the results
given by other theories are wrong (because reasonable correlation.
with .experiments have been .obtained) .. In treating.the problem of
lateral-torsional buckling of rectangular rods, Neal (5), while
essentially agreeing with. the above concept of yielding, cOn.!,dders
the .effect is not important and states
"*** The.subsequent work only depends on the .nautre of.the
(this) average relation, and .therefore holds true ir-
•
respective·of .whether or not this interpretation of the
yield phenomena is accepted."
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However, the factremai.ns, that. by . the concepts of non~.homogeneous
yielding, we are describing the material behavior more in accordance
.withits physical action, and, providing .means of analysis is still
economically possible, we can hope for more consistency of results
when applied to various cases.
2.2.2 Bending .Stresses
The mathematical .analysis of the elastic-plastic member
under flexure has ·also been analyzed and discuss.ed from.the point of
view of ideal plasticity (26), (27).
The reader is referred to (28) for a .discussionofthe
"old" and ''new'' theories of plasti.c bending. Again weare led to the
position of having; to make certain assumptions on the action of the
material in order 'to predict behavior. In view of all these dis-
cussions, the .conceptofsi.mple plastic bending, which has provided
satisfactory prediction of ultlmate plastic moment, seems the logical
starting point. . The fundamental assumption .of thi.s .theory i.sthat
every layer of the material is free to expand or contractlongitudi-
nally and laterally under stress as if completely free ·fromthe other
layers. .Once this assumpti.on i.s made, the conce:pt of yielding is
identical to that made for uni.axial stress (previous'section) and.the
concepts of non-homogeneity of yielding, developed therein, may be
applied equally well to the case of flexure.
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2.3 Application of Non.,.Homoge.neous Yieldi.ng Concept to Buckling
Problems
2.3.1 History
When considering the be.havior of structural steel, it is
usually assumed that once the material 'reaches the yield point, it
behaves as a perfect plastic..This is a carry-over o.fthe concept of
the yield point as the limit of .s true turalusefulness of s tee~,
This reasoning leads to the conclusion that once the mate.ria1reaches
its yield point, it has zero stiffness against buck1i.ng•. This is not
true, however, as steel is a strain-hardening material,
This has, doubtless, been long recognized but it is only
recently that use ofth.~.s strain-hardeni.ng property .has been con:-
sidered in its effect on buckling, Yang and Beedle (29) in 1952
stated
"*** the. short compression member will, however, have
a buckling .strength at least equal to the tangent
modulus load, using as the tangent.of the stress and
strain diagram, the value at the starting point of
the strain-hardening .region.",
-Bleich. (16) makes an equivalent statement.
Also in 1952, Weiskopf (30) used the strain-hardening range
in analyzing an .idealized H-column.He assumed that a portion of the
member was acting under the usual elastic moduli while in the more
highly stressed region, the resistance to bending was governed by a
(
combination of elastic andstrain~hardening moduli: On solving the
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resulting differential .equations a solution was obtained by matching
the boundary.conditions at the junction of the two regi.ons.
The first specific application in predicting .tb.ebuckling
behavior of a .column between theext.remes of all elastic or all
strain-hardened was by ThUrlimann and Haaijer (31). They considered
the case of axially loaded columns, either fixed-ended .or simply
supported, in which the strain-hardening zone was assumed.to spread
either from' the ends or the center •. Thl:?extentof the strain-
hardening zone .was dependent on. the total strain. Tb.enormal elastic
differential equations are set up, the solution of which are ex-
pressed for each of the zones, the boundary conditions being matched
to obtain the sought-for ei.genvalue... Experiments on short columns
quoted in the same report support. their approach and conclusions.
The present dissert.ationtakes as a basis, the approaches of
each. of these three basic reference.s, as follows:
1. . When .a member is deformed past t.he overall elastic
limit, the material itself is either ata stFain
less than the yield strain or it has rea~hed .the
strain-hardeni.ng range already.
2. The extent of the elastic and strain-hardening zones
depends on the magnitude .and location of the overall
inelastic -deformation.
3. .In formulatingt.he approach as .aneige.nvalue problem,
the lowest point of ·bifurcation .ofequilibrium is
obtained by considering no strain reversal. . At
.'.
.
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this point of buckling. there.fore, the linear
incremental stress-strai.n relations can be used,
the two different zones being characterized by
the incremental elastic and strain-hardening moduli,
respec tively .
4. A solution can then be obtained .by solving the normal
linear. differential equation for both regions and
matching the boundary conditions between them .
.2.3.2 Idealization of .Cross-Sec tion
.For the reasons given earlie.r, namely, accuracy in
defining torsional behavior, and existence of an eigenvalue problem,
the cross-section has been restricted to an open ooubly summetrical
thin-walled shape. This is a severe restricti.on in theory but in
practice it does not cause nearly so much concern as the restriction
does not excludetheWF or I-beam. In fact this whole development is
directed at 'finding ;a solution of the lateral-torsional buckling of
such .a WF or I-member.
Further. conl)ideration must now be given to this cross-section
shape as itis under flexure and therefore does not have a unlform
stress distribution over its cross-section. At some stage during
inelastic deformation, .therefore, in accordance with the simple
plastic ben,dimg theory, portion of the cross-section is iIi the
elastic state .while o.the.r portions .are in the .strain-hardening state.
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This problem does notarise in axially loaded members as the stress
condition is then .~niform over the cross~'section.
This condition ofhavi~g ,a non-homogeneous material over
the cro~s-section is extremely difficult to handle analytically.
The reasons for this are as follqws:
(a) In order for the plastic moment to be nearly developed,
yielding must have progressed through the greater
part of the cross-section.. For aWF-section,yielding
must have extended at least through the flanges.
(b). Wi th..opencross-sections, for the lengths involved
in inelastic lateral buckling, the torsionalre~
sistanceis governed principally by the warping moment
of inertia. This warping moment of inertia (fora
WF-beam .~ = I yy . h2/4) can be physically interpreted
as the cross bending of the top. and bottom flanges
which will usually. be in the strain-qardening range
(see (a) above) •. For aWF-beam this is particularly
true as the.Iyy depends almost entirely onthe.top
and .bottom flanges.
(c) .. It is convenient to handle and it is conservative.
The cross-sect.ionwillbe idealized so that the
whol,e section .willeither be .consideredas elastic
or strain-hardening. The length of the member under
this full .strain-hardening condition will be based
on more realistic conditions (see. Chapter V). so
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that the above approximation will be offset to
some degree.
2.3.3 ,Evaluation of Material Constant.s
The number of material constants required to define the
.elastic behavior of an .isotropic, homogeneous material is two. ·In
the elastic range of .structural steel, these can be written .as E
(modulus of .elasticity = 30,000 ksi.) andG (modulus of rigidity =
E/2.6 -= 11,540 ksi). When steel has been uniaxially de.formed
to the point of strain-hardening, it is no longer isotropic and the
stress-strain. relations must be redefined for each plane of straining.
The reader is ref~rredto (3) for a complete discussion of the stress-
strain .relations at this point.
In the prel':'entcase ·of lateral torsi.onalbuckling, assuming
the member to be uniaxially strained in the z direction to the point
of strain-hardening, the pertinent incremental stress-strain relations
are:
(2.1)
(2.2)
The value of Eshcan be experimentally determined by the
slope.ofthe.stress-strain curve for the strain-hardening range of a
•~niaxially loaded coupon •
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Haaijer (3) has shown thatforA~7 steel
•
it varies from a value of 900 ksi at the commencement of strain-
hardening down to 600 ksi at a strain of twice the strain-hardening
strain. Haaijer (32) has also determined the value of Gshex-
perimentally by measuring .the torsional rigidity of a tube, uniaxially
compressed to strain-hardening in the longitudinal direction~
It should be noted that the earlier.workofNeal (5) and
Horne (6) took the value of Gsh the same as G lnthe elastic range.
They supported this conclusion by theory and some experimental work.
Work on the plastic torsional buckling of angles (31), however, in-
dicated poor agreement with this conclusion. Haaijer (32) found by
both theory and experiment, that
"*** good agreement (of experiments) is obtained with the
theoretical curve predicted by the incremental theory of
plasticity using .thesecond invariant of the deviatoric
stress tensor as the loading ,function.
Initially the tangent modulus in shear,Gt, approaches
the value of the elastic modulus of rigidity, G. However,
with increasing shear strains, the value of Gt drops
rapidly to about 3000 to 2000 ksi. From thereon, Gt, de-
creases slowly with increasing shear strain.
The large values of Gt for (very) small shear strains
cannot be of importance because of unavoidable initial
imperfections".
Consequently a value of Gsb. ,~ 2500 ksi should betaken
as the modulus of rigidity at. the beginning .of.strain-hardening.
,This matter is not of extreme importance for the problem under
consideration now in any event,because, as indicated earlier, the
greatest portion of the torsional resistance in this case comes
••
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from the warping torsion or cross-bending of the member which depends
on the value of ·~sh only .
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III. BASIC DIFFERENTIAL ,EQUATION
3.1 General
As indicated earlier (Section 2.3) the general linear
differential equations can be used in both regions of the members.
It is t:heretEore important, that we initially set forth the basic
differential equation fo!.' elastic action. It should be done in a
most general form so that the effects of linearization will be
apparent.
3.2 Development of 'Differential Equation
The history of the developro:entofthe bas'ic differential
equations for lateral-torsional ,deflection of a member, subjected to
arbitrary loads has been adequately covered by Bleich.(16). ,He pre-
sents a general derivation of the equations on the basis of setting
up the potential energy of the system and reducing this to the dif-
ferential equations through calcuhlS of variations. Theeq~ations
have also been derived by Goodier (12) on the basis of differential
geometry. Goodier,' s equations were developed,however, for pin-ended
boundary conditions and are therefore not general.
In Bleich's analysis, it is not~~ious what is the final
effect of the linearization of terms. Therefore in Appendix ,A, the
general differentia). equations are derived on the basis of ,dif-
ferential geometry. The threevari~bles involved ,are the lateral
deformations of the shear ,center, (u and v) and the rotation of cross ..
section about the shear center (~). The resulting equations consist
••
of three simultaneous different.ial equations inu, v and 13 0
The steps may besummarize.das follows:
'-.
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10 . Set up deformations in direction of principal axes
in .terms of u~ v and 13 0
20 .Establish.the relations between the deformations on
a differenti.al .length of: the specimen and .the
resulting .stress conditions (moments and torques).
The effe.ctof shearing .deformation i.s neglected, and
plane sections are assumed to remain .plane. There
is a linearising ,step made at this poi.nt :by re-
placing the curvature as follows:
1R -
Timoshenko (1.5) has shown that .this approxi.mation
holds extremely well even for very large deformations.
3. .The~quilibri.um equation of a ·diffe.rential .section
is then set up in terms of the applied stresses.
but the equation for axial force. (assumed compressive)
is trivia,l .as .catenary forces are notconsideredo
40 The remaining 5 equ:U.ibrium equations are reduced to
'3 by eliminating the t.wo shearing .forces 0
5. T~erelations established inStep 2 can then be sub-
stituted into the equilibri.umequations to give
three equations in u, v and 13 0 .In the resulting
•.
equation this only partially done ·so that the
nonlinear effects may at least be later partially
approximated.
Theresuldng .three equations are:
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(3.1)
(3.2)
••
where M~'" -E~~~(*..-ii~)-~~<tttt)]
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(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)
M--El t + if ~) (3.6)and \GK -is, EI~ t-~ !A)
with t2, '2. tl "L
~ =: ~C) + ~o + ,fp (3.7)
o('6~ =- .L f~~~tiAI~~ (3.8)
~:ztt. : 1, S~f<LA!'DQ\, s (3.9)
~ • S~;d.~, (3.10)
••
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"There fs is measured from the shear cen.ter, S•
The moment and .axis convention follow the right hand
rule.
In linearizing the above equations, it is nec€,ssary to
consider for what purpose they are to be. used and wi thwhat accuracy
the final results are required. For example, complete linearization
would give us, neglecting axial force 9
t. - El;.,~4 it+ GK a. == 0 (3.11)
d:rtt.o m,'l d.4". '= 0~+ a:er ..- EI~~4 (3.12)
to! - dm'l
- m! i -= fI d.~ =0 0·13)Cli ~r~
From these equations we cou.ld fi.ndthe deformations under the loads
t z ,illr ' ill, ,"I'l1~ ,11'\"'1 in accordance wi thspeci.fied boundary con-
ditions.In general then, linearization to this degree does not
permit the solving ,of an eigenvalue problem as it ·defines only one
possible modeofequi.li.brium. In order to obtain an eigenvalue '
solution we must .stop one step before the .complete lin.earization
above, the solution of one of the above equations becoming a loading
term in ,the others •
As a general .statement of this con.dition, then, for, the
determination ofeige.nvalues, the line.ar equations can be written
••
.•
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t,,- EI,,",~4 -I- ~2.(UK- fir; +M~~-~+M",i)
-I- ~~u! -~~ t i~) - (MfP~c)}~
-(M~+ Py())~'t = 0 (.3.14)
W, -I- ii' -CM.t"'~)~~ - ~('l~'1+"")+ ~~
-pci~ + M.s.~ -- £1 dt ".. := 0 (3.15).u~ ocr~ ou:t <:r?Jf
Wl-~ -(Ms+ f~.)j2. - ~('l~ +111!:)-t~2
0d.2.A). Md"- er cl+~ ....., 0
-- r (Ii1 - 1: cr~~ - ~ .~ ai:4 -- (3.16)
in .whichthe values of ME ' M~ , Mz or Mill must be replaced by the ex-
ternal loading terms of the primary equilibrium configuration. If a
member has initial deflections and twists, then these effects may be
included .by adding terms, to the left hand side of the abovedif-
ferentialequations, obtained by substituting the initial deflections
into the factors in the differential equation which depend on the
external loading.
3.3 Simplifications Possible
3.3.l$ynnnetry of Cross ...Section
The coincidence of the shear center with the centroid in~
troduces considerable simplicity into the basic linear differential
equations, particularly in.thetorsion equation•. For the conditions
(3.17)
.\.
..
then
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(3.18)
and the equations become
(3.19)
(3.20)
w - ~'1! ol:e
_ poL\c.
n'l. (3.21)
3.3.2
~\
~ .
'0(. • : ' l;.
Spef-ific Loading For1l!s
, ....
, I;'
If the l'O~.dj.ng ~s -res<tricted to the case of- loading in one
. ' ~,
".,J' I . ~J
principal plane at the boundaries only, with~ zer~.axial force and
~
zero applied forces along the beam, then the equations reduce to the
following form:
- EIw~~ + GK '£l2. -
rJ,1,,p
- Et X~ d.. ':i:4 .. 0
(3.22)
(3.23)
•
(3,24)
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•
.\.
. Equation 3.24 may also be .e.xpressed as
•
et"!u.QM~ - E~~Il2 = 0 (3.25)(J.,~~
since d.tM
-5 - 0do ~'2.
These equations, 3.22 through 3.24, represent the .simpli-
fic.ati.ons made as a basis for. solution in this dissertation.. Equation
3.23 defines the initialequiHbrium condition with deformations in
the plane of loading. Equations 3.22 and .3.24 define the relation
• which Will exist if the beam deforms out of its initial plane of
bending, the value ofM~ at this po:Lntbeing the e.igenvalue. It
should be noted that, for the simpli.ficati.ons made here, . the equations
3.22 and 3.24 are independent of equation 3.23.
3.3.3 Special Case: Simple Boundary Conditions onu withf3 = 0
at Each.End •
.Equation 3.24 may be integrated (from its form 3.25)
d:Lrectly to yield
(3.26)
•
For simple boundary c.ouditions f3 = 0 andd2.u / dz2=O at both z- 0
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and z= L.
.
••
(3.27)
This may now be substituted in equation .3.22 and instead of having
the two simultaneous equat::ions (3.22 and 3.24) defining ,the eigen-
value, there remains only one equation
+ GK 'f{:1 + = o· (3.28)
•
.This equation therefore can only be used for the conditions of
~:o at Z = 0 and Z = L
and 'L~llIIO Z = 0 and Z L~'=t.'I. at =
3.4 Summary of .Elastic Solutions
.Althoughonly specific results of the equations of form of
3.22 and 3.24 are necessary for this dissertation, it is considered
that a summary of .solutions, so far obtained, of the general linear
differential equations, should be-included for completeness .. Such a
summary wi th corresponding.re.ferences in given in Table 1. It should
be noted that no attempt has been made to give priority of discovery
in any particular: case, the most available reference which.contains
the given solution being quote.d. It should also be remembered that
the solutions being quoted h~re, are those treated as an eigen-
value problem. Most of the,se solutions are for the case of simply
••
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supported beams where the simultaneous equations 3.22 and 3.24 may be
reduced to one equation in ~ or to ,cases of sYmmetrical loading where
a sine curve satisfi.es the differential equaUonand the -boundary
conditions.
Itis not intended to deal with each of t:hese solutions in
detail. In view of the results for simply supported beams comment
will be restricted only to one phase, that of effective length •
.The concept of effective or reduced length is only useful
if it .can be faithfully interpreted. The correlation between the
effective length of a column under thrust and a beam under moment
should not be uQequivocally accepted. The effective length is a
function, not only of boundary conditions but also of loading.
Even based on the same loading on a simply supported beam, there-
suIts are still not consistent. Winter(l9) has shown that for a
rectangular beam (St.. Venant 's torsion only) under uniform moment,
built in one end and free at the other, the resultin.g transcendental
equation is identical in form to that for an axial loaded column,
with similar boundary condition (I.e. effective length factor equals
0.70). ,A similar ,correlation in the case of a WF beam under uni-
form moment with both ends built-in is shown 10. Appendix B (ef-
fective length = 0.5 simple length). ,Salvadori (27) ,has shown
similar correlation with results on the basis of energy solutions
in the case of uniform momen.t. Salv;adori's result.s for beams with
moment gradients indicate the variations wh.ich occur for the
•a..
•
..
!,-
•
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various values of.moment. gradient as well .as for the different par-
Ucipation between warping and St. Venan.t IS torsion. He .concludes,
however, that the effective length concept is sufficiently accurate
for practical cases under thesecondi. tions. 'rb.ee:r-ror increased .as
the moment gradient gets further away from a uniform moment. Foran
end moment ratio of ~= -LO(ML~ -Me) theef.fect..i.ve length factor of
a fixed ended member (compared to a simply support.ed member) for
warpi.ng torsion is L8. Only under a uniform moment (Me ~ ML)· the
corresponding factor would be .2.0. This represents a varlation of
10%. It is assume.d that for cases of members fi.xed one end and
simply supportedatot:her the. variation is less thaI). this 10%. Tlhle
difference in correlation between an axially loaded column and a
laterally loaded beam is particularly evident in the case of a can-
tilever. For a colm'! cantilever, boundary c.ondJ. tions would io-
dicate an effective length factor of 2.0 while "for the beam, de-
pending on loading it can vary from 0.49 to 0.78 .. Such examples in-
dicate that gene.ral correlation between the two problems should not
be made. The effective lengthconc:eptshou.1d only be based on
correct solutions of the problem in hand and not generalized to the
.case of axially loaded columns on the basis of agreement for several
specific cases " ,It must also be remembered that the boundary con-
ditions for lateral buckling are expressed in terms of t,he .angular
rotation /3 and the lateral deflection,"\l. ,Although it is, 1n-
general, unlikely. that d:i.fferentboundary condi.tions between the two
types of movement maybe present, the possibility does exist. The
••
•
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mode. of the buckled shape ma.y also be different in 13 than in -u. .under
certain circumstances.
•
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IV. ,SOLUTIONS TO .' DI.FFERENTIAL. EQUATION
'4.1 Discussion of Significant ·Parameters
Anticipating the results somewhat, once a member has been
partial strain-hardened, the critical buckling .length very quickly
approaches the length found by cons~dering the member to be strain-
hardened\over its full length. This there.fore becomes the basic
case.
As a means of describing the significant parame.ters, the
case of a simply supported beam strained to the point of strain-
hardening under a uniform moment, willbeconsi.dered. The governing
differential equation is equation 3.28 9
-Elw~ CrK~.. M~+ +- n~~ = 0 (3.28)
or cL~ GK ~ . '2.E~f~~~ = 0 (4.1)~4 fiCA) d4:t
(
wh.ich has the solution (see Reference (15) ').
where I(~ J+ ML KG1'(11 - -2frU)~,2EL E!wE" r,j
;Y)1 = I U~&J Mt + KG
V 'lE~ +E"rlA)f 1,,:, 2EIw
(4.3)
(4.4)
•
.For the simple support B.C. 's p = 0, d2p/dz2 = ° at z = ° and z = L
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The eigenvalue solution is
,.
••
KG
-~ EI~
-
-
(4.5)
(4.6)
This result can be expressed in several forms. .Either as
2- '2.
KG EI'j~ l \ :::'1. ETw1M - -rr +t: Lil KG (4.7)
•
.whichis the usual form where St. Venant's torsion is the goJerni~g
.factorand the 2nd term inside. the bracket is minor and represents
the effect of warping torsion,
•
or
'l.
M= (4.8)
•
where warping torsion is the. governing fac tor and the second term in:"
side the bracket is minor and represents the effect of St. Venant's
torsion. .Which of these two equati.ons is used becomes a matter of
convenie,nce as both give the same results. However, for approximation,
if the term LZKG/:n: 2EI is small compared to unity thenequatton 4.8
ill
is preferable as the 2nd term may tl].en be neglected while if L2KG/n: 2Ela
is large then equation 4.7 is preferable for the same. reason.
In .the cases where we wish to express the critical length,
L, explicitly for a give.n moment value, which we can take.as the
plastic moment, Mp where
Mp =- a; t (4.9)
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~
.. Then equations 4.7 and 4.8 become
• ~
.. GE kry~ [1 1t"f1. EIv.>1?.L = 11' + L2 KG jo::-!.l. r~~
L 11r= JLI,~ [I I jl4= ..j.. 1r'2.EIw 0a; r . L'2. KG
(4.10)
(4.11)
•
In any specific case, the actual criti.ca1 length will be
greater than the values given by the fi.rsttermof4.l0 or the first
term of 4.11. Which of these two equations will give abetter ap-
proximationin considering the first term only, .can be determined py
1T~Elw
examining the ratio ~ K:G
. By substituting in this ratio for L, the approximation given,
.in the first case, by the first term of equation 4.10, and in the
.second case, by the firs t term 0 f equation 4.11, we ge t
(4.12)
where 1'\= 2 and 1 respectively for the two cases, and
e> = 1r~K -Ii;iy (4.13)
•
..'
Foran
..
....
I orWF beam
. ~ (t.
r = .-L
w 4-
~t/K
'2.G/~
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•
•
..
'2 ~re.a..and since Ilj':l = ~~ .
., A - L~ c L•• U~~ u r;'j
The value of the. factor ~hlyy/Z is compare.d to r yy in
Appendix C in which it can be seen that the approximation for Z
actually makes the cons tan t 1. 6 ins tead of ..f2 .
(4.16)
Theoriginaldi fferen tial equations (equations 3.22 and
3.24 may now be expressed in terms of these two fundamental parameters,
at the same time making all terms non-dimensional.
•
(4.17)
where
where
and
No = loading moment at 1.h. end of member (z = 0)
~ = end moment ratio = ~/Mo
ML = loading moment at .r.h. end of member (z = L)
M~ = moment at any point of member.
..
•
The problem is to find a solution for the eigenvalue A
(containing length L) of the above differenti.al e.quation fora
given value of the structural parameter B = hZ/k, the moment
..
•
..
•
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gradient f ' the maximum moment Mo (which. we will write equal to ~)
and the material constants G/Eand cry/Eo The second term of
equation .4.l7may be elimin.ated by letting B = l:1Z/K~ 00 in which
case· St .. Venant 's torsion is non."exi.s tent, warping torsion alone
providing the resistance.
4.2 -Solutions for Beam CompletelySt.rain-Hardened
4.2.1 General
As has been shown by earlier studies (31), the critical
length of a column falls off very quickly, once portion of the'beam
is acting under strain-hardening conditi.ons .. As a foundation of a
design code we first of all wish to get as close an answer as
possible· with as simple means as possible. To this basic answer we
can then add refinements, the number of refinements being only
limited by the amount of work that i.s put in.
This above initial case is given by considering .the member
to be uniform throughout unde.r strilin-hardening constants, Gsh and
Esh' .,For these conditions, previously obtained elastic solutions
(17) c~n be used bu t wi th the em.phasis on the warping torsion term
rather than on the Sto Venant's torsi.on.
4.2.2 Warping Torsion Only (Le. B=oO)
For the case of loading by end moment.s only, the differential
equations to be solved are equations 4.17 and 4.18. An expli~it
solution .has only been found for the case of uniform moment (see
Section 4.1). .Salvadori (17) has obtained ,soltuions (for combination
••
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of St, Venant's and Warp:i..n.g Torslon) faT." the case -of moment gradient
by using an energy soluti.on ~1Hjll Raleign=Rltz procedure. Therange
of his parameter L218,2 = 4G/E (A2/B) is sufficiently la.:l':"ge for ex-
trapolation to the asymptotIc value of pure warping torsion alone.
The lowest value thatSalvadori give,s ofL2/a2 = 0.10 corresponds
to a value ofhZ/k equal to 14~OOO, wkrdJ.~b).is effective.ly inHni ty
in cOIlsidering its effe.ct on warplng tOl~:sion (see.Sectlon 4.1) .
. Since these results weredete.:rmined by an en.ergy method, the
cri tical length _so obta:i.n.ed (for given moment Mp) i.s greater than
the actual value. For a specific case, Salvadori says the accuracy
is within 1% but no detailed confirmation (particularly in case of
fixed,..ended beams) is given.
t salvadO~i prosonts the value of K~:{:r,~CiK as a function
of L; 'l.·w 19 t/tLIo4 The subscript (.) indicates the end
Q; E M/K. \
moment ratio (Le. \. =M1/Ma) for a particular case. He has shown
that the ratio ofKLO for uniform mome.ntto K, for a moment
gradient (Le.. IJ.'{ = K~ 1Kl.O ) is practically independent ofL2/a2 ,
quickly approaching a constant value as 1./a becomes smaller .
.Since for
K~ - <r; re; I\e(~ (4.19)
and since L/~ - R¥ ~ (4.20)0'
• K~ L/~ - ~cr; ~oO' Eo ~
..
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..
or
= (4.21)
The following ratio is formed
(4.22)
where jJ. \ has its limi.ting value for L/a ~O det.ermine.dby
Sa1vadori (see Reference 17~ Table III).
The system of notation on A, used here and later is as
follows:
it
A.
A\ :
I
A~
is
is
i.s
the general eige.nvalue.of'equati.ons 4.17 and
4.18.
the value of A for a member, completely strain-
hardened, with an end moment ratio f and with
torsion resisted by warping only.
the value. ofA e under thecombLned effects of
warping and St. Venants torsion. The ratio
betweenA~ and~, is denoted by
=
is the value
ditions.
of At under specified boundary con-
II
Th,e ratio of A, for any boundary
o
condi tionto A~ for a simply supported member
is denoted by 111 .
• is
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II h b 1the value of A \ when te mem er 1s on y
part,ial1.y strai.n~hardened (extent of strain-
hardening be,ing ,denoted by oc. ) 0
of A~~ to A" is denoted by\
"Pc{ II= A~of" IA~
The ratio
For the .case of uniform moment from Secdon 40 l, Eql,lation
4.11, we get for a simply supported member 0,
AI•O = "If a:~
.then with E = E~h = 900 k~L
Cj = Ob ksl.
, AI .Q - \\. '2 B••
For a memberfixedateache'ndthe value of AO,cbecomes
22.560 .For the caseofa member simply supported at one end and
.fixed at the other, the e:ffective length is 0070 Lor the value of
A1 be.c.omes 16.11.0
Sa1vadori (27) gives the value of the coefficient fl~ both
for members simply supported or fixed at each end, Taking the value
of fl ~ for small values ofL/a and using equation 4.22 we can find
i>~. .The results of these calculations are presented in Table 2,
and are also given in graphical form in Figure 3. The results for
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fixed-ended .and simply supported members diverge saghtly for values
of ~approaching .-1 ~ as shown in the figure.. It is assumed that for
the cases of partial end'fixity, the. ratio lies between these .two
curves.
4.2.3 Eife.ct of St. Venants 'Iorsion
The effect of hZ/k (Le .. the effect of St. Venant's torsion)
on the results obtained for pure warping torsion can again be determined
fromSa1vadori's data (17) for the cases of simply supported and fixed-
ended beams. . The.se values may be determined by using equations 4.19
and 4.21.
I
In Figure 4 , the resul ts <:j.re given for A ~ /A~ as a function
of hZ/k for simply supported beam and in Figure 5 for. a fixed beam.
,
These results are summarized i.nFigure 6 where the factor A~/A~ is
plotted against q for various values of the parameters hZ/k and for
the two different cases of support. Again it is assumed that the
resu1 t lies between the.se two curves for cases of partial end fixi ty
or for members with different degrees of fixity at each end. Again
it can be, seen that the results diverge slowly as end moment ratio, \ '
approaches - 1.
4.2.4 Effect of End Fixity
The problem of a single member either simply.supportedor
built-in rarely exists in practice. The members with which we are
concerned usually form part of a continuous struc.ture .andare
supported to greater or lesser degree by their two adjoi.ning members.
••
&
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Similarly the problem of buckling of a single member rarely exists.
In reality it i.t not the. single member which be,comes unstable, but·
the .whole structure enters a state. of instabilit:y (16).
To obtain a solution to such a problem, if the structure
;
is not to be considered in i.ts entirety (because -of the length .ofthe
calculations (see Reference (16) ), some approxi.mation must be made.
Obviously, as a first approximati.on, every individual member can be
considered as simply supported, thereby neglecting restraint effects
of the two adjoining members. This can give a large, though conserva-
tive error as the effective length factor varies from approximately
one to two. By consideri.ng the member with its two adjoini.ng members,
a second approximation can be made by assuming only the ends of the
adjoining members to simply supported.
This approximation. can be illustrated by considering the
member over fo~r supports as shown in Figure 7, the center span
being ,LBe , the end spans bei.ngLAB and LCD respectively ..We .are con-
cerned with the stability of the. center span ac.. If the two end
spans are not subject to buckling, then their r.estraint is governed
by their lateral bending stiffness (3Elyy/L) and torsional stiffness.
As shown by Austin, et al.,(18), the governing parameter of there-
strainteffect is the ratio of the restraint stiffness to stiffness
of actual buckling member. Therefore neglecting St. Venants torsion
and assuming a constant cross-section, this restraint parameter is
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(4.23)
L = 0Co
=- 0
I
and a member may be considered as fixed,whi1e for ~ = 00, the member
may be conside.red simply supported. lithe end spans are also subject
..
given by
I LAbSAB =:. andLOCo
•
wh.en L~~ =
I SleDthen ~Ae :::
to buckling then thei.r e£fe.ctive.rest.raint 1.s reduced approximately
by the fac tors (16)
II I~ At> - (LA&/LABcr.)yt
and
, II I~CD - ( LCD/L ')Yt.
CDc,r;
where 'LABcr .and LeDcr are .the critical buckling lengths of the end
spans as simply supported membe.rs. This is naturally valid only for
LILcr ~ 1. .Bleich (16) uses asimi.lar approach for estimating the
end restraint for .the case of continuous plate where he takes a value
o.f 2 for 1'l. The total .effective restraint factor is therefore given
by
(4.24a)
* The Ny of Reference (18) equals 3/~
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•
•.
and Sl ·~" LC:»/L• ~<:D :. ~ 2lC~ ~1) 1- (LcD/L . )~ (4.24b)• cOCo....
Austin and co-authors (18) have .calculated elastic lateral
torsion~lbucklingof members with equal end restraints and loaded .by
either ul1iform or point loads .. Austin did not consider the reduction
ofS1;:iffness due to the possibility of buckling, nor did he consider
the case of differentstiffnesses ateach.end. A study of this re-
stra1nteffect, which is .expressed as an e.ffe.ctive length factor,
can, however, be made from the results of~Reference (18). The ef-
..
fective length factor can be expressed by " where 'OtiS the ratio
II
of the eigenvallie ,A ~ . for any condi don of end res traint, 't ' to
its vallie for the case of.a simply supported member (0 .= 1.0) .
Let us assume, as a conservative approximation, that the
loading is the same in both.end spans as in the £enter.span .50 that
-
LABcr = LBC · For this special case the restraint factor 's becomes
L~/LeG
(4.25)
..
or the value of S is determined completely by LAB/LABer
In Figure 8 the relationship between "\)~ and 't = LAB/LABcr =
LAB/LBC is plotted for values of 1'1 equal to one and two, and for the
.cases of uniform and point loads (from Reference (18) ). Noresults
for cases of partial end fi.xity have been obtained for other types of
loading. No solutions have been obtained for unequal partial end
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restraints,If it is assumed however, that the e,ffect of unequal end
restraints can be all~wed for by taking the average, then in Figure 8,
,LAB/LABer. can be replaced by
This would meanthat,for the ,case of a member with one end fixed
(LAB/LABcr.== 0 ) and' one end free (Lcn/LeDcr)' the.n.
0' equals 0.5 . The results for these boundary conditions have been
obtained for members under uniform moment (effective length factor is
1/0.70 == 1.43 ) and can be ,closely estimated for cases of moment
gradient. The two extreme results (,= 1.0 and \ =-LO ) are
shown in Figure 8.
The full justification of the approach. made here can only
be accomplished by ,an analytical study of the complete problem,
including the vari.ables of moment gradient ,and e~te,nt of yie1d-
ing' in each ;of the three adjoining ,member.s . ,This would form the
:"~
basis of a separate paper itself.
'"In view of this position,itis felt that the "full curve
,sq,own in Figure 8 will be sufHciently a,ccuratefor design purposes.
This curve is given by the equation
'2·0 +
2,
0·5 0 (4.26)
4.3 ,Solutions for Beams Partially Strain-Hardened
4.3.1 General Discussion
The general problem of lateral-torsional buckling contai.ns
••
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the ,two basic parameters representing warping torsion andSt, Venant IS
torsion, It has already been pointed out that~in the case of a fully
strain-hardened member,the greatest effect is played by the warping
'-
.torsion term. ,When portion of the span is still elastic ~b,owever,
consideration should be given to St. Venant IS torsion also ... For the
case of a simply supporte,dbeam the proble.m is therefore calculated
at the two limit points,i.e. pure ;St. Venant's torsion and pure
warping torsion,
,From the results of these calculations,together with the
calculation of a single solution with a combination of the two
effects,for the practical range (0( )0.15) ,the consideration of
warping torsion alone gives sufficiently accurate results and for
0(.< 0.l5,it is conservative, Therefore for the other types of
)
boundary conditions,only the warping torsion effect was considered.
4.3.2 St.Venant's Torsionnnly
For the case of a simply supported member ,we. ;cap. take
equation 3,28
+ (3,28)
For St. Ve,nant I s torsion only (El.w--"" 0) ,this becomes
= 0
linear
•
For a uniform moment~Mtconstant, thIs is a second order
differential equation with constant coefficie,nts, If M tiS
not .constant then 'the coefficients are not constant.
••
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Consider ~ general mOmE:~Jrl.t gradient
..
where
Mt Mo[1 ~L(\= ~)1 -. Mo 'it (4.28)-
\ = tlt/M. and '1\. ~ I - \,(\~~)
The equation can therefore
M'l '1
+ 0 ~ e>
GKn: \ (4.29)
On changing the variablez to 1f... we ge.t
o (4.30)
where
(4.31)
and is the .required eigenvalue.
The solution oftnis e:quationcan be expressed in Bessel
functions .. Solutions of this type were first obtained by Greenhill(37).
Prandtl (38) obtained solutions for the lateral buckling of a point
loaded cantilever beam by evaluatll1g the infinite Bessel function
series. ,Salvadori (33) determined results for the case of a uniform
beam under moment gradient •
. For the case ·ofa simply supported member,partially strain-
hardened as shown in Figure9,the solution of 4030 is given in AppendixF.
of. Tables of Bessel Functions ofli'ractionalOrders (411.) o The results are..
Tllissolution was evabnated for variol.ls vaJ:utes of ~ and ~ by means
given in.Table 4 and plottedasagrap~ in !,i'igure 100 The effect of
partial strain-hardening is expressed by the fac.tor ~ ,which is t:he
••
•
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ratio of the eigenvalue for partial strain-hardening (extent o() to the
eigenvalue for a member completely strain-hardened (0(. = 1. 0) .
4.3.3 Warping Torsion Only
The basic differential equations to be solved are given as
equations 4.17 and 4.18 .
.For the .case whereMo = Mp ,and for moment gradient
MJ ::. , - ~/L. (I-f) -1<...
Mo
th~se become
'2. o.."u.*~ - A'1~ -0d.~f D~ t> Q.I..')'l T' D, t\~ d.tr1)" (4,32)
Do ~~ ~ - P, Q:V K1<...~ + tit-II -0 (4.33)z: '1<.. ilL)'l' 2 L) ~~
where D1 = 4-0"~;f and D2 = 46/E which are material constants.
and B = hZ/K = 00 for warpi.ng .torsion alone
A = L \ Z/hlyy = The requi:red eigenvalue
u*= u/h ,a non-dimensional lateral deflection parameter.
The problem to be solved is indicated in Figure 9,where
portion of the length (from z/L.= 0 to z/L=~) is strain-hardened
(E = Esh = 900 ksi, G= Gsh = 2500 ksi) and the remainder is elastic
(E = 30,000 ksi , G= 11,540 'ksi ), Referring to the s train- hardened
portion as Region 1, and the elastic portion as Reg:lon 2, the
boundarycondi~ionsmay be written
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At z/L = 0 ,
•
~,= 0
(4034)
.u,.- ': 0 (4.35)I
f[~) ~ 0 for end fixed in at z/L= 0 (4036)
d.u.* 0 for end fixed in u at z/L= 0 (4.37)_I =
,c1(i1i.)
~ for end simply supported in at zit. = 0 (4.38)d. ~/U'4. = 0
J..2u.~
== 0 for end simply svpported inu at z/L = 0 (4.39)_Id..("'L.)~
~
At z/L = 1,
a tz =L ( 4 •44)
•
~I c· 0 for end fixed in at z = L<tC~)
J...u.*cl('1.) = a for end fixe.din uat .~= L.
~)'l. = 0 for end simply supported in
&U~2dL(~l)~ G 0 for end simply supported in.u at z= L
(4.40)
(4.41)
(4.42)
(4.43)
(4.45)
and at z/L==o(. ,
~,. ~~ (4.46)
u.t l» u.~ (4047)
• ~' '= ~ (4.48)d. ~L.) rl. VJ..)
•..
(Le. ,Equality of Torques)
d.~ ~ .ET ;rntJ.:.:J, a (Le., Equality of~~ lA.l,."f;'i) Shear)
These last four boundary conditions may be rewritten;
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(4.49)
(4.50)
(4.53)
(4.52)
•
where
and
(4.54)
(4.55)
(4.56)
(4.57)
•"
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are material constants. For the case of pure warping torsion, B
should be taken as 00 in the above equations.
The equations 4.32 and 4.33 are only directly solvable for
the .special case of uniform moment (see -Section 4.4). Generally we
,
must revert to solution in infinite series form or an approximate
numerical solution. The infinite series is impractical for the
variety of solutions required, so a numerical solution based on finite
differences (42) is used. The pivot 'spacing used is given in Figure
11. Consistent with this pivotal spacing and number of points the
/"following approximations for the differentials were used.
At z = 0 and z = L
(4.58)
(4.59)
At internal points
(4.60)
d.\e I (-~ t- ," ~ - ~O ~ + I(, ~ -;;:e )(4.61)II: 12)P'~/LJ ~ , 0 -1-1
d.~r.e
= dAS (oe~ 'lcc 1 + !l~_l - ~!l) (4.62)~)~
J...4~ ~+ (x~- 4XI + Gxo - 4~I + ':t;.~r1(1I0dr :::r. (4.63)•
••
•
•
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Writing the two dLff€\rential equations at each of the six
internal points (1.2,3l,32)8~9 ) we obtain twelve simultaneous equat-
ions •. The boundary conditions 4.34 thro·ugh4. 47 are satisfied diJre.ctly
by substituting .from equatlons 4.58 and 4.59. The boundary conditions
4.48 ,4.49 and 4.54 through 4.57 yield another six equations giving
eighteen .simultaneous equations tn all for' the. eighteen unknowns,
~I through ~~ and ur through u~ . We req~lre to find their firs t
eigenvalue ,A ,such. that these unknowns are not all zero. This requires
that the determinant of the coefficients of the unknowns should equal
zero. This complete determinant i.s given in Table 5. The lowest posit-
ive value of A which. makes th.is determinant equal to ze.ro is the
required eigenvalue.
ThecomputaUons for determi.ning the ed.genvalue A for th.e
various conditions of.restraint,loading and extent of strain-harden-
ing were .carried out on a 650 LB.M.Magnetic Drum Computer through
the courtesy of the BethlenemSteelCompany. Some details of the set
up for the calculations are given in Appendix D•. The .calculations .were
all carried out for a value of B equal to Infinity,being the case of
~re wa~ng torSion:)
The solution of the. eigenvalue for these cases i.s denoted
by A \Ql where ~ refers to theemd moment ratio and c::x denotes the
extent of strain-hardening. -,)0(. is the raUo of this eigenvalue to
the eigenvalue for the case oftne member comphJtely strain-hardened
under the same moment gradient and boundary conditions.
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The accuracy of the results can be divided into two kinds.
(i)
(ii)
Effect of Finite ·Difference Approximation
.Accuracy of the Nwnerical Computat:i.on
As far as theacc\l.llracy ofthceuumerlcal computation is
•
•
•
concerned,it was beli,eved sufficient to plot the results since the
limit at each end of the range was known. For 0<,., equal to unity,
.
(completely strain-hardened) the value of 1>..(. is unit,y w'hile for OC
equal to zero (compl,etely E~lastic ) the value of "00{: is given by
l\o ~s\, -:( ~·17 1 1#0.')"'1110 =. - f .. ,eA1-Q fp" ~; (I "\..
. Since for all calculations presented, the! re.sults plot. smoothly
between the twolimits,it i.s believed that the numerical
computation is accurate~at least for the four sign:lfi.cant fi.gures
used in the results. In the computation itself,eight significant
figures were used.
To determine the .effect of the ..fin.ite difference approx-
. i.mation·, the programming was set up so that several cases of
equal to unity could be solved by the same method. These results
could then be compared with the,"exact" result for the case of a
simply supported memper under uniform moment and with results for
members under moment gradi.ent obtained by. Sa1yadori (17) using
energy methods .. This compari.sion is done. in Table 3 for simply
supported and fixed-ended memberso
For the simply supported members,thecomput.ed ei.genvalue .was
1 1/2% less than the exact value for uniform moment and for the case
••
..
•
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of moment gradient it was 3% lower than the energy solution.. It has been
proved that the energy solutions must be greaterthan.the correct answer •
This method .thereforeyields answers within 2% for this case. For·the
fixed ended beams, the finite .difference method gives answers about 10%
lower than energy solution.. Salvadori does not specifically give the
accuracy for this case but again we know the energy solution gives a
result greater than the true one. In view of this , it is believed .the
.results of this dissertation are reasonably acc~rates and probably
slightly conservative.
Four series of results is obtained as follows:
l. . Member simply supported .at each.end.
2. . Member fixed at each .end.
3. .Member fixed at end Z = 0, . simple at end Z = L
4. .Member simple at end Z = 0, fixed at end Z = L
The results are given in Tables 6 through 9 and in graphical
form in Figs 12 through 15. In Fig 16, .the results for the case of f
equal to 0.30 are plotted for the above tour conditions as well as for
the .case of a simply supported member with St. Venants torsion alone
(see Section 4.3.2) .. For practical purposes, it may be better to re-
-\
place these by one single curve.
4.3.4 .Combined St. .Venant 's and Warping Torsion
For the one special case
and
No
e
•
•
•
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and simple boundary conditions at each end, the above equations were
solved for a value of B equal to 400, which is a lower practical
limitforWF beams. This gave an .answer of
A. = 2.8·21
0.30·
For the case of completely strain-hardened the answer is
(from Section 4.2)
Al. O = 1.140 x 1.223 x 11.28 .- 15.73
•
~o'2>O \·l~0$ - -A,.o
For, the case of B= 00 , this ratio is 1.901, while for
the case of pure·St. Venant's torsion, the number is 1.508. These
comparative values are shown in Figure 16 •
.This variation of course becomes much. larger when the member
is completely elastic (~ :0) but these va1u~s can be determined
again from·Sa~vadori's data.
4. 4'Specia1Case of ,-= 1.0 and ,= -1..0
.A11 the preceding calculations are based on the premise
that strain-hardening starts at the end of the member at point of
maximum moment _and spreads from _that point. For the case of
~= -1.0 it must start from both ends simultaneously.
calculations have been done for this case. For the case of ~= 1.0
(uniform moment), yielding will start more or less simultaneously
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over the full length because of the residual stresses. However, for
our purposes, it is assumed that yi.eldingwill spread from such a '
point to give the minimum .eigenvalue.
InApp~ndix E, the calculations for the case of a simply
supported member under uniform .momentare given, when it is obvious
that strain-hardenin.gspreads synnnetrically from the. center. The
characteristic determinant is
•
•
I.-~~
. 2,,'
-~&
, :2. II)
.•
1t
•
••
•
•
..
..
•
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The solution of this equation for various values of O(is
shown in Table 6, also shown is the ratio (A LO ,a<:!Aa.O,LO) which is
plotted in Figure 12.
The results for a member under uniform momentwhich:ts
fixed at .eachend, can be deduced directly from this case of a simply
supported member. For the. fixed-e.nded boundary c.onditions, the worst
case occurs when yielding spreads from e..aeh end .and the center
simul,taneously. From conditions of sYmmetry it is obvious that the
lowest eigenvalue occurs when the extent of strain-hardeni.ng in the
center is twice that at each end..Under these conditions of sYmmetry,
the member can be analyzed by considering. the. middle ·half of t.he.
member as simply supported. That is, . the effective. length of O.5L
is carried over di.rectly to the c;ases of partial strain-hardening.
The ratio of Al. O,.-< t:o Al.O, 1.0 is there.fore the. same for
this fixed ended case as for the simply supported member. This ratio
is therefore also plotted in Figure 13 for this case of a £i.xed
ended member.
4.5 PreliminaryTests
Some preliminary tests were made on beams u~derconstant
moment .. A view of the testset=up is give.n in Figure 170 The test
section is between the loading poi.nts where the moment is uniform and
the loading points were consi.dered as points of lateral support.'An
attempt was made to provide fixe.d end conditions by boxing in the end
sections of the members assumed to make them very stiff against
••
•
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torsion and lateral bending. However, these conditions were not
fully realized in the actual test as evidence by movement of the
loading points , and twisting of the end supports .•
A .summary of the test results is given in TablelO, and .the
test resul ts are shown plotted in Figure 1.3. ,The value of 1..lc. plotted
for this case, was found by determining the ratio of the actual t~st
length.to a length determined theoretically under the above assumptions
for a member completelY strain-hardened. This may be considerably
in error for the actual conditons of the test, and therefore .can
explain the discrepancy between the .curves predicted in the previous
section and .the actual test.
4.6 .Post-BucklingStrength
There are two effects which must be considered sepCl-rately
here .. Firstly, the member should not buckle until the moment
approaches the plastic hinge moment. This is not critical as the
range from yield moment to plastic moment is only about l5%and var-
iations on .this will not appreciably effect the ultimate load.
Th.esecondeffect, however, is theabi.lity of the member
to withstand this high.moment through considerableadditonal cur-
vature, either in its straight plane of bending (i.eo no lateral
buckle) on its buckled and laterally deformed state.
The preliminary tests brought out tneinteresting .fact
that in some .cases where its length is not too much greater than its
••
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critical buckling length a member may carry almost its plastic
moment. through considerable deformation aftf~:r' it has buckled. .The
values in line 9 of Table 10 indi.cates this behavior .
. Horne (22) makes the statement;
"It has been seen that bending about the minor axis is
accompanied by an increase of flexure about the major
axis, even though the major axis bending moment remains
cons tant" .
. He then calculates the buckling point where buckling ,can
occur under constant moment under various conditions of partial yield-
ing, arbitrarily selecting as a limit where the flanges are fully
plas tic. . Horne then relies on .the.. s tatement made above to provide
the additional flexure about the major axis for·theredistribution .of
mOlnentto take place. ThereBults of these considerations, with some
experimental evidence, have been suggested as tentative design
rules (22).' This approach .may be .cri tizedonseveral points:
1. He assumes the torsional rigidi ty (KG). remains cons tant
and considers only the reduction in .the lateral bending
.stiffness caus.edby yielding. .As shown earlier the
shearing .modulus, G, is also effectively re.ducedby
yielding .
2. .Although, on simple geometric basis, additional flexure
about the .major axis is' caused by late.ralbuckling,
(and Horne gives graphs of thi.s behavior),. he 'does
not consider the possible drop inmome.nt carrying
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capacity of the member after buckling. An in-
dication of such a behavior can be seen from the
results of the preliminary' tests given in Tablell.
The one.exampleHorne cites (Reference 22 - p.244)
is developed ona purely geometric basis, and even
then requires a centerline rotation .of five degrees.
3. The experimental evidence he .cites is not .conclusive
because:
(a) The uniform moment region, which he gives
as an example is the last hinge region to
form and therefore does not have to undergo
considerable i.nelast:i,c deformation. That is,
the effect considered is only the f~rstout-
•
lined as the beglnningof this section.
(b) Conditions of lateral support areindeterminant.
4. The .concept of relying onpost-buckling,strength, par-
ticularly in inelas tic fieil..d, of s.truc tures met wi th
in civilenginee.ringcannot yet be accep.teduntilex=
tensive experi.ments have been performed, and more
analytical .work on this behavior·done •
. A comparison between. the results obtaine.dby HorIleand
those obtained in this dissertaUon i.s made in .the next chapter.
•
•
•
.. In conclusion, it is believed that notsuff:ici.ent .information
of an analytical .and experimental nature has been.attained to rely on
the post lateral buckling .bh.eavior ofa member for design purposes.
.•
,.
..
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V. .INELASTIC BEHAVIOR OF STRUCTURES
5.1 General
The ·formation of a so-called "plastic hinge" necessitates
an abrupt angle change to take place in a member. The:redistribution
of moment in .a structure, different from that indicate.dby pure
elast~c analysis requires that such discontinuities occur.
The magnitude ofthe.se addi tionalabruptangle changes,
required for redistribution of moment; can be calculated .by using
modified slope deflection equations (1) based on the final equilibrium
relationships over the structure when i.t reaches its collapse
mechanism found from the plas tic hinge. concept. . The analytical work
involved in such a procedure is probably as involved as a design
method should be, so it does not appear fruttful to atte.mtp any more
exact analysis than this. For our purposes, however, in trying to
determine the region .ofstrain.... b.araening in particular structure
for its lateralbucklingcharac ted.s tics, this has. severaldisad-
vantages, the chief one being that the plastic hinge concept neglects
the effect of strain-hardening. Ina region .of moment gradien.t, for
any generalrotation.to occur, the maximum moment must be different
than the plastic hinge moment. . To have the moment .equal to the
plastic moment corresponds to one specific angle change only. This
means that the final equili.brium mome.ntdiagram is not really
correct, that is, the moment gradients may be di.fferent and the
maximum moment on a member may be greater. or less than Mp . Because
••
•
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of this, that region of t!:Jle. member lying bet.ween t.he maxi.mum moment
.Mp (determined by simple plastic hinge analysis) and. the yield .moment,
.My Q:: o. 86 ~ , is, at the best, a very rough approximation of the
region .of .strain-hardening.
As a better approximation than this~ we will still use the
moment gradient determined from the. equil:ibrium condi tions based on
simple plastic hinge theory, but we will also calculate the abrupt
angle change ne.ce.ssary at each hinge as outli.ned above and determine
the maximum moment from this conditoninstead•
.Since we have alre.ady imposed the condi tionthat load
points (and therefore point13 of plastic hinge.s) are also points of
lateral support, the total angle change..requiredata plasUc hinge
is divided between the two members on each sid.e. The division is
inversely proportional to the moment gradient on the beam.
Therefore, if
=
=
total angle change
angle change in right-hand member which has
moment gradient ~ (lbso).
angle. change in left-han.d member which has
moment gradient gL (lbs.).
•
•.
Then
and
Et = (5.1) .
(502)
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eR
e
•
- 9R/9 (5.3)• •• + L
e (5.4)
and 9L ::. ~L/9R+
We are now ina position to.examinethe behavior ofa
single member, under a moment gradient gR when the additional angle
change (in excess of elastic value) must,b~ 6R•
5.2 Behavior of ·Member Under Moment Gradient
5.2.1 Idealized Cross-Section, Neglecting Strain-HardeningS19pe
As a first approximation we may consider an idealized sec-
•
tion where all the flange area is considered at a distance h/2 from
~centroid. If we assume that the slope of the Mvs. jP curve in
strain-hardening region is same as in .elastic region, then, 'as shown
in Figure 18,
(5.5)
(5.6)
(5.7)
=.~
eR - ~ (CPs\' - qlp)
~_\_M_~_~1 L
= [~5h _j1 r\- I<\P/h\o]
Pf IJL1 .- \
•
• •
where
•
•
In Figure 19 a graph.of eR/f~ vs. Ma/Mp is given for the
particular case of ,= 0.30 and taking ~sh/ q>p ,= 12.
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5.2.2 Idealized ..cross-Section with Actua1Strain-Harde.ningSlope
Th.e fact that the slope of the M vs. Sf curve is different
in the strain-hardening region (E 1.;;1) than in th.e elastic re.gion
.Saa
(EI), introduces some error •. In this case the.actualangle .change is
given by
·(5.8)
•
or
This change is superimposed in Figurel8as dashed curve for the case
of \= 0.30.
5.2.3 Actual Cross-Section
The .correctaverage moment curvature relati.onship for aWF
beam is as shown in Figure l.Sincethere is a fair variation be-
tween the different wide-flangeshape.s and the curve i.s modified in
actual beams because ofresidl.lal stresse.s., etc., the approximate shape
given in Figure 20 is taken for calculation purposes. This consists
of a straight line frome1astic Line atM/~ =0.915 to the line
M/Mp = 1 at cp / <Fp = 2.0•. This se1ectioni.s quite arbitrary, and
should not be strictly applied to a member under almqst ·uniform
moment (say ~ >0.85).
••
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The additional angle changeint;roducedby this area is
(5.10)
(5.11)
(5.12)
Once tMvalue ofM/Mp is exceeded then the a.nglechanges cal,culated
in See tion 5.2.2 should be added to these values. The ·final curvature
for the .combination of the.se effects is given in Figure 19 as the
full curve. The results are plotted for a range of values of ,,,when
~exceeds 0.85, this method breaks down because of the approximation
made.
5.2.4 Extent of Strain-Hardening
.The selectibnof the point where tl~eactual crosl3-section
may. be .considered as fully strain-hardened is quite arbitrary. In
view of the preceding, to be consistent we should take a value ·of
This would then give a value of extent ·of strain-M/~ of 0.915.
. hardening~..:=a~s -
• [I - 0·9/6 Mp/' 1Mo0<.. =
\ - \
,;
.,
';l.~
~..
¥-'J LJ
(5.13)
••
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This relationship is plotted in.Figure 21 .
From the,se last two graphl3 ~ a relationship between the
necessary angle change, 6/LCfp and the extent of strain-hardening may
be plotted directly, by-passing the maximum momentM/MP- This is
done in Figure 22. For practical purposes the graphs could probably
be taken as straight lines and cutHng the, abscissa axis at de-
fini te values -of oC. .
For cases Where the moment is almost uniform over the
length of the member (, > O!8.5) consideration should be given to
the difference between the idealized M-q> relationship used in pre-
dicting the ultimate, load and the actual relationship. ,If the ro-
tationrequirements in this region are zero, that is, it is the
last plastic hinge to form, it will ~sually be sufficient if the
yield moment 'only is reached, the member thus remaining fully
elastic. ,Even then, because of strain-hardening ,in other zones, the
maximum load will be close to that given bY,simple plastic theory.
If some inelastic action is necessary in this zone, for redistribution
of moment, the method of calculating the extent of inelastic action
should be basedon,a more accurate account -of the behavior between
yield and plastic moment than the given above .
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VI. DESIGN OF STRUCTURES FOR LATERAL BUCKLING
6,1 Design Procedure
The design method i.s essentially a trial and error pro-
cedure. Initially a selection of spacing ,of lateral supports and
hence load points should be made and an analysis carried out on the
basis of simple plastic analysis theory to determine the collapse
mechanism and final e,quilibrium diagram. ,Each section between
lateral supports should then be checked for lateral buckling ,in the
following manner:
1, The basic critical buckling 1.ength is determined from
equation 4.14 and 4.22 to give
•
-'
-
(6,1.)
,For aWF beam it has been shown than \hly /Z=:1.60 r yy '
therefore equation 6 .1. can bewri tten
Lcr/.r~~ 18
(6.2)
•
•
•
This forms the basic caseofa simply supported beam
completely strain-hardened and subject to a uniform
moment with the torque resisted by warping torsion
only.
2. This length is then ,.corrected for the effect of moment
gradient over the member, This is expressed by the
ratio of the: moments (,) at ,each end of the member.
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.The values for this effect are given in Table 2 and
Figure 3..Some estimates can be made of the amount
of fixity so that this .coefficient is more exact but
if this ~s not done, the lowest curve (for fixed ends)
may be used..The correction factor is 1/~ and from
equation 4,20 we have
N~e-~ f
~ .p.~~ 0"
S.- .......t{(..
or (6.3)
..
3. .A second correction .factor must now be determined to
allow for the.St .. Venant's torsional .resistance ·of
the member. This effect can be determined from
Figure 6, again making a judgment. of the amount of
fixity or else taking the lower.curve •
. .Fromthis figure we obtain
= 1'5 or (6,4)
•
4. . Somees timateshould now be made 'of . the effec tof
end fixity. This becomes a trial and error procedure
which requires the determination of the critical
.lengths of the neighboring.members. For th~ first
time through then no correction for this effect is
necessary, all members should be considered .as
simply supported with an .effective:i.engthfactor,
-01 ' of unity. Once these critical lengths have
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been determined, the designer may return to this
point and for any specific member, he can determine
W "'-lL'h..dolf!,.
J.." J0_
'r fL ~'J.. t/1"'-
(6.5)
I
A. \\ Afo\, = 'V~ ~or
This will give
the actual cri. tical length fac tor from equation 4, 26
I
or Figure 8.
If he so desires he may go back to Step 2 and 3 and
so obtain more accurate values of V~ and 1>5 ,
although this is seldom warranted because of the
small variations in these factors.
5, We should now consider the effect of partial strain-
hardening of the member only, This is done in
Tables 6 through 9 and in Figures l2t.hrough 15 for
the various cases of fixity which can be determined
as shown above, For the ·first time through the
member may be considered as simply supported and
Figure 12 used. The extent of strain-hardening,
0(, in any case can be determined by first .finding
the total angle change at the plastic hinge from
simple plastic theory using the slope deflection
equations •. Since this occurs at a junction of two
•
members, the division of this angle change in each
member can then be found from equation 5.3 or 5.4
e
(5,3)
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On entering :Fig~re22withthisvalue and the
corresponding ,ratio, \ ' of. end moments" the extent
of strain-hardening,~ , can be ·found.
We are now in .a position to enter Figures 12
through. 15, knowing, cI.. ,~ and .condi tions of fixi ty.
From these figures the value of~ 1.8 ·foundand
o\'" (6.6)
-
Consideration .should be given to the effect l1Z/k
but inmost cases (say 0(.> 0.15) . the curve for warping
approach.would be to consider the member as com-
.covered in this dissertation. . A very conservati,ve
•
..
•
torsion alone will be sufficiently accurate. '\ i"'\
I-----' r---
~. If the end moment ratio is greater than 0.85
then the determination of ~shouldbebasedona
closer investigation of the behavior of the member
between the yield and plastic moments .. This is not
'\
pIe tel-Y, s train-hardenedl....-_-----------------!.J-J)
6. The effect of the greater hinge moment than Mp should
also now be conside,red. This value .can be found
directly from Figure 19 knowing thenec.essary angle
change. ,As shown in equation 4.11 , the value of Al
varies as ~~/Mo•
, I
;
1 i
i
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The final answer is therefore given by
F'J 3.
F,·, '.
F') f,
'l=IJ 13.-f ('
F.) '2.1.-
r.o,"
or
= La~~ - iJ~ "0.-OJ "0", FlA. A1'0
- \B v~ 'O~ -o~ '0.,(. \M~",.
(6.7)
6.2 Design Examples and Comparisons
As a means of illustrating the design procedure for de-
terming the critical length for lateral-torsional buckling, two
examples will be .considered as shown in Figures 23 and 24. The results
of. simple plastic analysis and an application of slope deflection to
determine the hinge angle change are given in.the Figures.
The member selected is a 10WF2l, which has the following
properties:
Z= 24.1 ins. 3
(
'-.
and for cry = 35 ksi
hZ/K = 572 and
Mp = 843.5 kip ins.
Vh1y/Z = 1.995
r yy = 1. 25
. ~hly/i'
~--- = 1.596 1.60
r yy
•
Let us consider the case of Figure 23 first, and take each span
initially as simply supported. This gives for each span critical
lengths as shown in Step 10 of the following table:
f
l
i
I •
I I
/ !
U
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Span AB BC :CD 'DE
"
l. .Actual'L~ngth L/4= l L/4=l L/4=l L/4=l
2. ,End Moment Ratio,\ 0 -0.50 0.50 0.50
3. ,9 0.50 0.50 0 0
Zfp
4. II =,18 r 22.5 22.5 22.5 22.5
cr yy
5. ,-0(, Figure 3 1.36 1.62 1.15 1.15
6. "s Figure 6 - ,1.117 ' 1.153 1.087 ' 1.087
7. oe. .115 .~10 .18 .18(min. ) (mo.. )
8. ~,Figure 12 3.0 2.85 2.72 2.72
"~ (Pier I,J ,.'9. 0.99 0.97 1.0 1.0Me
10• L ~ zl 101.5 116.,2 76.5 76.5cr= i)e1>s'00(, Mo cr
?
Because of symmetry, spans EF andfG are similar to ,the!eft hand side.
,We may ,now evaluate the effect of end restraint. ,It is obvious that
,the cri tical spans are the two center ones although, on, simple
p1as tic theory, this is the las thinge to form. This is because, the
members have to undergo some inelastic deformation ,for the plastic
hinge moment to be attained. ,Since they are both, similar, they are
,effectively simply supported ,at pt. ,D. At ,the other end flu) 5 "-fj
lQe ~ e-/ecfc&
L» =-76,S-
== 0° 83+ 0'"t
LBC/~BC cr = 76.5/116.2 =0.66 and therefore the re,straint factor
is
i
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whichcorresponds to effective length factor of L 100
•
,We may now modlfy our critical lengths slightly by re-
ference to the. conditions of simple support at end z =.0 and par-
tia1 restraint at end z= Lo .' For the cri tical span this gives
2.61J
LO=
"Of .- 1.15 FI,J 3.
-0 = L087 ':;1' b. .
d~o-;+q }ol)?! LU~7--------~ ~~ / V
'V't = 1010 Fv.; 8,
~.
~Ma
Therefore the ,critical buckling length is 80.4 incheso
.
.' We may now compare this case to the design procedure
proposed by,Horne (22) .. Reference (22) gives the expression
Lcr 006
= 006x 84~.5 J30 x 103 x lL54x 103 x 907 x 0023
= 62 inches
It can therefore be seen that, as compared with there-
sults of this dissertation, this value is conservative by about .22%.
. Let us now consider a second design example. as shown in
Figure 24. Considering each span as simply supported, this gives for
each span, the critical lengths as shown inStep 11 of the fol~owing
••
..
-_._~.
\,~ ..
.,.85
table:
.Span AB BC ,CD DE ,EF
L/4 = 1 L/4 = 2 "'I L/4 = ! L/4= 11. Actual Length L/4= ,
.-
2. End Moment Ratio f' 0.80 -.375 0.375 0.875 0
,
3. Moment Gradient g 0.625 0.125 (Elastic)
e
4. 1rpp 0 0 .416 2.084 0,
.,.. I
L5
5. ~~r = 18 r 22.5 22.5 22.5 225 EJyy
6. -o~.FigUre 3 1.05 1. 58 1.19 1.035 .,.
7. "Os Figure 6 L073 1.147 1.1097 1.066 -
8. 0<. 0.47 .08 .. 20 0.78 .,.
9. 1),,( Figure 12 ' 1.40 3.0 2.5 1.01 .,.
10. ~ 1 1 0.99 0.99 .,.,
11. 7. =~fV, V.c. .&1j 35.5 122.3 72,7 24.8 ,,186
, cr ~ cr
\. - .
It is obvious that the critical span is DE. However, at
one end of this, the member is almost equivalent to being ,fixed
(similarly at end of AB). The restraint factor is tb,erefore given
by (assumed final spacing C 40")
••
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which corresponds to an effective length factor ofL49.Modifying
our previous results for this section we get (in this case no
modification is necessary for majority of coefficients as ~~ > 0.85)
"Or = 1.035
"s = 1.066
~ = l.01
1)1 .= 1.49
~ ,= 0.99
Therefore the critical buckling length is 37.0 inches.
Reference (22) still gives the satnecritical length as
previously of 62 i,nches • This result in this case is 68% different
from the results of this dissertation on the unsafe side.
In view of the method by which the results of Reference
(22) .were derived and the attempt to cover all cases by.asingle
parametric length, it must be expected that accuracy is sacrificed.
However, the value selected .shou1dbe consistent.with the worst
cases of loading which may commonly occur. The.consideration of the
.two design examples illustrates the variation which may occur for
any given member under various conditions.
6.3 Summary and.Conc1usions
This dissertation may.besummarizedas follows:
. 1. The problem of yielded steel members is considered in
general and the conditions defining the problem are
..
delineated; the existence of an eigenvalue problem,
as distinct from a stremgthproblem, and specific
loading condition of end moments and shears at
points of lateral support (member under moment
gradient).
2. The inelastic behavior of str.Uc.t·IJ.:ral steel is then
.reviewed and it is shown that the process of yielding
is non-homogeneous, th.eactualmaterial being in its
elastic state or else strain-hardened..The material
properties can therefore be described by their
elastic anq strain-hardening moduli.
Since the problem is now equivalent to .the elasti.c
case, the basic differen.tial equation .is developed
by.differential geometry and the necessary
linearization steps shown. The.effect of such factors
as
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(a) . Symmetry of cross-section
(b) .Absence of axi.al force
(c) Special transverse loading e:onditions
(d) . Simple -boundary conditions
are considered on the basic linear di£ferential
.equation. . Exis ting solutions for uni.form elas tici ty
'# . are then summarized.
4. The effect of yielding is first examined by considering
a member which is completely strain-hardened•. This
..
••
'.
delineates the two basic parameters involved,
LV Z/hly; and hZ/k, and shows that the eri tical
buckling length is prind.pally dependent on the
warping resistance of the. me.mbers, St.· Venants
torsion introducing .sLight modifica.tion.s in most
cases. The effect.of this modification and also
the effect of end restraints is evaluated. The
problem of a member which has only partial
strain-hardening is then solved. The effect of
such ·factors are
(a) .Moment gradient
(b) . Extent .of .strain-hardening
(c) .End boundary conditions
are systematically considered and solutions obtained
for the .case of warping torsion alone (most .closely
approximating .ac tual condi ti.ons), St. Venants
torsion alone (to fix the limits) and one case of
combined warping andSt. Venants torsion. The
solut.ions are obtained on the basis of a finite
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difference approximation of the differential equations,
the resulting .simultaneous equations being .solved
numerically by an electronic digital computor
(LB.M. 650 Magnetic Drum Digital Computor).
Various special cases are considered separately
and the results of preliminary tests are fixed
ended members are described.
5.•
•
•
Theinelasti.c behavior. of a member under momen.t
gradient is then con.sidered and the extent of
strain-hardening developed inte,rms of the. moment
gradient and total i.nelastic angle ch.ange (necessary
for moment .redistributi.on) found from simple. plastic
theory.
6. Based on these results, a design procedure is de-
veloped, the necessary information being given in
graphical form. . Some design examples are analyzed
.and theresul ts are compared wi th.previouswork
developed by a totally different method.
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The principal conclusion oftne dissertation is the
presentation .ofa pract:i.cal procedur.e formak.ing a rational
estimate of the .cri tical length .for lateral torsional buckling of
the components of :a continuous frame.whichis being~designed for
its ultimate strength by plastic design methods 0 In attaining ~his
objective, several points become evident:
L For WF beams of the usual proportions, their resistance
.against lateral buckling ,after yi.elding has occurred
is governed principally by the warping torsion
characteristics, with the stiffness governed by
. their strain-hardening modulus .. For the case of a
simplystipported.member under uniform moment, the
••
ie~ultmay be.simplyexpresse~ by
2. ,Thi~ value is modifie.dbytheactualmoment gradient,
St .. Vemantstorsioneffe.ct an.dthe. re.sultof partial
.endfi.xi ty of the. me.mbe}:::"
over the. full length,ofthe member is ratfuier.
s~vere, alt.hough i tis shown. thatt.he .c:riti.cal
Ilengthdecreases e,xtremelyquickly between thet-·;
llniits of the . 'lall-elasti.c" criticallehgth.and
t~tdetermilled above, once. the member has strain=
hardened over portion of its length.
4, .Inanyevent, the.considerationoftMs effect of
partial strain-hardening ,usually forms the greatest
single modificationofl:he crlt::tcal .le.ngth i.ndicated
.in paragraphl, This requi!'es an~aluationof the
amount .ofadditionalangle change (over and above
elastic c\IJ!.rvatures) required. for complete redis-
tributionofmoment:.
~90
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5. Because of thediffer~nce betwe.e.nthe· y:i.eld moment
and plastic binge moment used insi.mple plastic
analys:i.s, some degre.eofinelast::i,c action .i.s
necessary even where.. the -simple plas t:i.c theory
indicates very small.or even zenro (at la:st plastic
••
•
hinge) addi tional ang~e .change. .Certain minimum
values of the extent of strain-hardening, depending
on tqe moment gradient, therefore seem logical .and,
as is :shown in.Figure2l, these may reasonably be
taken .as the tangential intercepts on the 0( axis.
6. Once the end moment ratio over a member is greater
than 0.85? then yielding may originate at several
points on the member and the results for the case
of ~= 1.0 (uniform moment) should be used. The
extent of :strain-hardening for thesecase~ should
be based on further design considerations and is not
covered herein.
7. .Results developed by a totally different method
(Reference 22) are not consistent with the results
of this dissertation although some special cases
maybe very close. .It is believed that the
present dissertation presents a much more rational
explanation. of the actual behavior .
.8. .Although the actual numerical solution .of the
eigenvalues for each case.was obtained for specific
material constants, the -results are presented in
the form of ratios to a simple basic case. ,It is
believed .that these ratios are quite insensitive
.to variations in the material constants and can
therefore be used under other conditions.
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•9 9 . Athough the few preliminary tests, here presented,
are not sufficient to completely validate this
approach to inelastic laterCil-torsional buckling,
the results obtained .and the behavior observed in
the tests .are encouraging .. Further controlled
testing .is necessary.
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VII. APPENDICES
•
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7,.1 Appendix A - Derivation of General Differential Equation from
Differential Geometry and Equilibrium.
-
~t t "" -x.(U)
I I
I
I
I
!
!trI .
~§(M)
I~ , /'.
, ---.'i____.•
S is shear center, J and Y') are principal axes. Shear center S is
point about which rotations can occur so that there is no resultant
I
I
moment or axial stress.
• Assume all loads except axial force applied w.r.t. S, and
•
since OS will ~ a
and since . {-A1)
•-J
•
•
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(A2)
(A3)
. (A4)
(A6)
(A7)
(A8)
(A9)
••
'.
•
From geometry,assuming sections remain plane (i.e. No
r-"
shearing deformati.ons) and letting Oio~ O,and also neglecting
membrane forces (i~e. ,Constant axial load along member acting
through centroid to give only constant compressi,ve stress), then
- E1 d.~~ ci'1.\) (Al5)M:s := = -. Elx.x. Ii2' x:c et~
M-q EI ~1j ~ (Al6):m £I';j~ d.,:£'J.,-, ';j~ i:.
M~ =:: ,~ + ~ lC.K + EIt '1t] (Al7)- E1~~ ti1:Jt3
where
I UJ ._, fw~. d.A (Al8)
It. -= ~ Wmp;" J~ (Al9)• '\ .1
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Equilibrium of an ele.mental le.ngth of the member is now
established. Direction cosines are
,
'1 ~ S
I -b~ -h~g
. _._-
--
~~. I -~Cjq
_.~-_._- --_ ..._.-
____._4_
Cf~ ~~'W7 \
X' ..,,'
I ..
J' ~
~_ .._._.•..__. --
l;' S' Ib
_L
l<. 'J -l:
---_.:--,--'
Equilibrium equations are
•
••
--'O;t~.... c< h...-f ')
(A20) <H)
-
0 lAo~h 'tboJ'l i(,,,,:j(A21)
f 1 ~f>
- 0 M~~:sC(b, ..f (A22)
-= 0 r=;,,,,~;'1 ~"'i', (A23)
.<'1:'""
= 0 F" 'HS .'" SJ.,,<11'A24)
(A25) .
(A26)
P is assum~d to be compressive and constant,so the
'.
..
equilibri~ condition in that di.rection is tri.vial.
, ..
•
•
=9 ']
Substituting for V~ and V" inequati.ons (A23) and (A24)
from equations (A21) and (A22).gi.ves three basic equilibrium
equations.
(A27)
(A28)
(A29)
(A30)
••
In these equations,(A31) through (A33),we may now
substitute expressions for u an.d v in place of rand v as
given in equations (AI) through (AIO). This results ina
general non-linear equation given in the main text as equa-
. tions 3. 1 through 3.3 .
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(A32)
(A33)
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• 7.2 Appendix B ,- Solution for Lateral-Torsional Buckling of a
•
WF Beam under Uni.form Moment and Fi.xed each End.
By integration,as in e.quation 3.26, we h8ve
(Hi)
wi th the boundary condi ti.ons
~::.o cl..
2
u.. ~;when z = a and E4J. ~'1"
Z = L ~~O and. Er~~d..t. :: Mfetl':l
o - M -+ C:l = 0
-
C 2 ~ M; (B2)
-J. ..
0 -~ + ell + M; "'0 . C,= 0 (B3)..
M:f ~M5- et
2u.. 0. - t. I~., cl1''.l- = (B4)'.
Therefore,on substituting in equation 3.22,we obtain one
•
."
differential equation in ~
cJ:)-§q
d. :c4- E::rw ct.~ (E5)
which has the solution
where ml andm2 are as given in equations 4.3 and 4.4.
or
Substituting back. in equation (B4) we therefore get
'l
E: r~~ d u. ct. n 0_
M
l
~'1 ~ I c;Nv\/n1,!. +- 4.,tes h1,r +Cg~ '71'7.li +c.CD~ m~r (B7)
+~~ 1Yl~1 -I-~~.~ "'tY1Z~
1YL.:l, Yrl1
+Cs~ + C~ (B8)
,~lOO
The boundary condi.tions are:
•
At z = 0 •
At z = L/2 ,
(b= 0
\
tt ';;' ()
We have here seven boundary conditi.ons for the seven
constantsC1 through C6 and Hf . The resulting characteristic
determinant for the. ei.genvalue is
o
o
1ft (X)~ mJ! :;I z.
--rr?eo~ ~., ~,
_1 (..06 m,L
in, 2
I
"
0 0 )O,"M, ~
, 0 ~ rtl:;.. 0 0 ,0 ; ()., ,
I j
, --;: Q., 0 - m? ')0 1 o·
'I ":i ') /J.,. , 'i
1..
o " .,.'nl. ., 0 , ~ a , 0
-M .:;' mJ. 'Wl I'r...., I 1'1l1.L -.v'I. 01'l1lL 0 0 (J
, "'I:::4fL ~: ~ "~Q..,~""J 2.1" ~'L,t~· ~ , ~ ,
? ·(()'$I··~r!1J, rrl~Wtth m~L m~ ~ 'lli.-l 0 0 0
:i.. ~... :L 0j.i.L ~ ? ') ,
1 ~ lO1. 1: (j>~ '111~1. 1 ~ *!&L 1 0 0~ '«I, ~. ';, lilA, ~ l)ma. ~ ~ ., ,
(B9)
The product of this determi.nant gives
•
o
(BlO)
For L othex than 0, this. can be simpLi. fied to
~·lOl
(Bll)
•
which has thesolutfon
I
-,~" t ~
i::.t'::' ~~ ·~(i ..~'~·; i
t
or
..". -mr'
,j v... ~ ti
..........~
1't"J;"
This is Exactly equival£m.t, to the. case of a simply
supported member with an equivalemt le.ngtl'm factor of 2.
(B12)
(B13)
7.3 ,Appendixc - Tabulation of Parameters forWF Beams
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..
•
(.
h$ IhIyY .L~'r Vhlv:!iBection K if ,,-.. r yy~\fY'5.
36x 16 1/2x 300 669.8_ 5.99 67.6 1.606
230 9'9'3.2 ) 5.76 64.97 1.604
36x 12 x 194 ~ 4.11 46.4 1. 651
150 t'29~~_~-"2 3.66 41·3 1.li3R
3/4--x 1--'--'----'33 x 15 240 -78'279;::--. ) 5.345 60 •. 3 1.518
200 ~ 5.50 62.0 1.60333 x 11 1/2 x 152 Jk19:.g 3.92· 44.2 1.640130 ~_ .._---1-._3_~]§.2.._1-._42~. 7 1.653
30 x 15x 210 726.4 5.415 61.1 1.602
172 1041.7 5.265 59.4 1.595
30 x 10 1/2 x 132 .1278.5 3.58 40.4 1.642
108 ~'85_, 3.415 38.5 1.658177 -_.
--5-.045 --1--'-""" 1.59727 x 14 x l05.1 56.9
1.4.5 999.98 4.92 55.5 1.592
27 x 10 x 114 118.9_•.8 3.45 38.9 1.635
94 . C1.711,.9":::> __.__3..!}!L_..__ _.___3J.~.L.__ 1.637
14-X-·-----u;O·--- --...;.._._=.:::._.._._,-~ r------...--.---24 x 643.24 5.125 57.8 1.587
130 946.4 5.02 56.6 1.604
24 x 12 x 100 <f274~ 65) 4.1.9 47,3 1.593
24 x 9 x 94 ( 1101.:3...) 3.13 35.3 1.630
(---,,--- 76 -46.5{g.§2. 3",..Q2 ...JA•..l___ 1--....l.....&32- __
21 x 13 x 142 .50"1.. '7 4.82 54.4 1. 586
112 '771.2 4.68 52.8 1.581
21 x 9 x 96 697.4 3.1.95 36.0 1..62.2
21 x 8 1/4 x 73 <: U.31....11 2.8.55 32.2 1.622
62 I-_~,J 512..~ ltd. _. ._.f.~..1~.__t___1L!-4_-_ ...___J ..9-2..&_..18x'-lT"374--x"i'14- 461.35 4.365 49.2 1.582
96 621.4 4.27 48.• 2 1.576
18 x 8 3/4 x 85 559.0 3.20 36.1 1..600
70 784.5 3.125 35.2 1.603
18 x 7 1/2 x 60 ( 932.• 3--=:;> 2.65 29.9 1..626
50 ._Q~'5~q=) 2.58 29.1. _t~'§'~
...........-.-
16 x 1fl]2x96--'- 449.7 4.265 48.1. 1.574
16 x 8 1/2 x 78 467.4 3.1.3 35.3 1.605
64 . 661.8 3.05 34.4 1'.597
16 x 7 x 50 (929.92 2.47 27.9 1.604
~6 ("'1716.6) --~'-.~~ 2.5.7 -l.•..5.U_. _.:::::-----
14 x 16 x 426 "4'7'.98 7.12 80.3 1.641
150 237.06 6.22 70.2. 1.559
14 x 14 1/2 x 127 294.09 5.845 65.9 1.555
87 607.0 5.51 62.2 1.489 ,
14 x 12 x 78 527.7 q,.66 52.6 1..553
. I
--f--------
••
•
•
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}.3, Appendix C - Tabulation of Parame~ers for WF Beams - Contd.
i,
,
...
';hLd~h~ {hly ; LcrSection K ~ ryy
14 x 10 x 74 /+54.7 3.96 44.7 1.597
61 641.6 3.82 43.1 1.559
14 x 8 x 53 616.3 3.035 34.2 1.581
43 cr~·9Ji.9 .. 2.98 33.6 1.57714 x 6 3/4 x 30 1592;0- ~) 2.27 2.5.6 1..610
12 x 12 x 1.90 8'9.6'6 5.22 58.9 1.606
6.5 .532.1 4.67 52.7 1.546
12x 10 x 58 492.7 3.89 43.9 1. 550
12 x 8 x 50 486.05 3.08 34.7 1.571
40 709.0 3.02 34.1 ~.557
12 x 6 1/2 x 27 C'8~ 2.28.5 25.8 1.587
--
._--~09:6 _.__.1--.---..---.----- .......... -lOx lOx 112 4.26 48.1 . 1. 596
49 433.8 3.93 44.3 1.547
10 x 8 x . 39 476.2 3.085 34.8 1.558
lOx 5 3/4 x 29 _5.7-1.•~9.9 2.115 23.9 1.578
21 ( - ) 1.995 22.5 1.596'. 1037.3__
8 x 8 x 67 122.7 3.375 38.1 1.592
35 361. 2 3.15 35.5 1.552
8 x 6 1/2 x 28 404.5 2.535 28.6 1.565
8 x 5 1/2 x 17 790. 1.84' 20.8 1.586
6 WF x 25 253.6 2.39 27.0 1.572
6 x 6 x 20 371.5 2.)4 26.4 1.560f------ .......-----..
. 5 WF 18.5 193.7 2.00 22.6 1. 563
5 x 5 x 16 246.7 i ..L~975 22.3 1.t.5..q]__
4 WF 13 16·7....7. 1. 58
..
17.8 1.596
12 x 4 x 22 ~ 1.38 (5:=6 1.64316 1/2 (""2169.5") l.V5 14 4 1.678
lOx 4 x 19 ~~ 1.41 15.9 1.64015 1506.6 L32 14.9 1.650
8 x 4 x 15 788.2 1.405 15.a 1. 634
13 1020.2 1. 36 15.35 1.638
6 x 4 x 16 31..5 • .5 1.525 17.2 1.589
12 iJ.8.0 1)+4 16.2 1.600
1.2 x 4 x 14 ( 2876;[;7' 1.24 14.0 1.676
10 x 4 x 11 1/2 q~94.~;> 1.28 14.4 1.662
8 x 4 x 10 '=58'8797 1.33 15.0 1.622
6 x 4 x 8 1/2 977 .4 1.39 15.7. 1_-,59.~
24 x 7 7/8 x 120 5439 2.61.5 29.5 1.676
24 x 7 x 100 "7424 2.205 24.9 1.709
79.9 9726 2.2.5 25.4 1.654
20 x 7 x 95 4491. 2.29 25.8 1.696
I
- ~-----
7. 3 Appendix C - Tabulation of Parameters for WF Beams
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Contd •
Jhlyll'1 Lcr
r yy
15 22.7 1.665
9 21.3 1.734
25 21.7 1.674
7 20.0 1.686
8 20.1 1.695
6 18.7 1.644
55 17.5 1.709
2 17.7 1.619
55 15.3 1.673
3 13.9 1.662
5 13.0 1.691
4 11. 7 1.600
52 10.7 1.641
43 10.6 1.898
l
K
o 2.0
8 1.8
o 1.9
o 1.7
4 1.7
3 1.6
4 1..5
.5 1.5
o 1.3
1 1.2
1 1.1
1 1.0
~~~ I .9
.9
h
Sec tian
20 x 6 1/2 x 65.4 '767
18 x 6 x 70 531
54.7 773
15 x 5 1/2 x 50 533
12 x 5 1/2 x 50 255
12x 5 x 31.8 542
10 x 4 5/8 x 35 268
25.4 454
8 x 4 x 23 276
7 x 3 5/8 x 20 221
6 x 3 3/8 x 17.25 166
5 x 3 x 10 240
4 x 2 5/8 x 9.5 131
7.7 187
•
•
•
Values of K taken from "TORSIONAL STRESSES IN STRUCTURAL.STEEL"
Book1e.t 8-57. Beth1ehem8tee1Co .. 1950 .
Otherseetion properties from "STEEL CONSTRUCTION MANUAL" 1955
American Ins ti tute of Stee.1. Cons true tion
..
•
•c'
..
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7 .4 Appendix D - Det~Us of Numeri.cal Solution of Characteristic
Equation.
The solution of the cha:rac teris tic equati.on required the
lowest value of A which made t:h~\ dE\te.nninant in'I:it.lc6 equal to z.ero.
Thi.s value was determined by trial and error means~ all the com-
putations bei.ng per formed on an L H.i'1. 6.50 Magnetic. Drum Digi.tal Cal=
culator using the }'loat:ing<nDecimal Inte.rpn;l;.Jve System Routine .of the
Bell Telephone.Laboratories.
As a means of illustrati.ng t1:J.lo' method of reducing the. de-
terminant, consider the following dete.r-m.i.nant:
812
a 23
a33
The objective is to reduce. thedete.rminant by one order by
reducing all the coeffici.ents of the fi.rs trow, except all' to zero.
To do this we multiply t.he first colmno by a l2/all' aU/an
aln/an, etc. and subtract it re.spec,tively from the second, third,
etc. to the nth. column to gi.ve
-106
'.
all 0 0 0
•
a 21 a12 .aZ1
a13 a _aln
a2Z-- a 23--·a21 2n all
.a2laU aU
a12
a3l a32-aU·a31 ,
a
a - 1n -1nn --'-n
all
This may now be expanded to give one determinant of order (n - 1)
'.
It is in thi~form that the automatic ,calculator was pro-
grammed for computation. It is a modification of the method of pivotal
condensation (56) which is probably the most efficient method of
evaluating ,a numerical determinant.
The modification was necessary as with normal pivotal con-
densation the ,coefficient becomes an;'2 which number for determinants
11 1
••
•
+
of J1igh order may exceed the decimal limitation of 10-50 which the
floating decimal system imposes.
In general, the automatic calculator was programmed to com-
pute the necessary coefficients for the determinant and then evaluate
the determinant. The input data for each problem therefore consisted
of the following:
1. Boundary condi dons at z = O. These consis ted of three
fini te difference coefficients as shown in Table 5.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Boundary condlti.ons at z = L. (Similarly to 1.).
Moment gradient (1 - \) .
Extent of strain-hardening (0<. ).
Material constants DU = 40
y
Esh
40y
E
and
6. An estimate (lleducated guess lt ) of the possible value of
the eigenvalue (Ag).
T~e calculator then performs the steps outlined in
.TableD i.
"The details of programming are on file under Project 20SE,
Fritz Laboratory, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, .Pennsylvania. The
~alculation requires 24 1/2 minutes to obtain results for one case.
••
.,.108
Once the values of 60, bg, 4t, .6j' Agand Aj are known, the
value of A at which .6 = 0, can be accurately determined by plotting
.theresul ts.
•
TABLE Dl
Block Diag:ram of Computing Procedure .
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Bell
nterpret.
m
-_·w
•
•
•
r;Imiut ] rProgram ]
t
1
[caJc;r~o-efu.:t.-
and evaluate Dete. .-------Q
: for A=O to give ~ ~
Pu t it new - I -
lleduc ted guess ll ~._-_.-- _.-.-.-~ jA. . Calculate Coeffso&
g evaluate DeterminanI . ~~ A=Al :~ve .
Punch OUt'-J ~< r:--- .__....L....u l:¥J
ho and 6g.. ....lLD.g__'}"~::~i'~~ ..~__J . tsg » 3*
g
r;-J----.~~-.-_.fUQ.§:tti~€:--..- s ig~X~~i~ I,.::fc....:.:n~eo.ga=ti=-.v:..:e:::.-1
I ----8g
[A:~F~~4_"'_"--~ Ah =J~~-4--1
l .... , ..__
rUlate Coeffs.&1-----G~J
evaluate De term.inant" 11
fo~.A=r:~~ .
r'l ru.nearly interpola~
l~J.r--·--· be. tween Ag and Ah jL'
A. when 6. = o.
-_... -_..
',-- .-
fFoc-a-l-c-U-l-a-t-e.L-c-o-e-f-r-'S'E- r-J
eva.luateDeterminan -----1 6 .
for A=Ai to give 6.- J
4"bg ,~,6j ,Ag
andA· and Sto •
'7 .5 Appendix E
-llO
Solution for Lateral-Torsional Buckling of a
Simply Supported Beam under Uniform Moment with
Partial, Strai.n-Hardening and where Torsi.on is
Governed by Warpi.ng Torsion Alone.
For thesecondi. tions of uniform moment and si.mply support-
ed ends ,the strain-hardening may be assumed to spread symmetrically
from the center.
M M
'G' Stra~in.l..Hardened Elastic )
, Re .i n 1. ~ion 2.
c=-----:=P.222.Z ,:2.LZd -="":"---'1
. j 'tfL- I L('L__~
J--i----':l'" z I
ziLla IL=~ , z/L=O. 5
. I ,-
The governing differential equati.on is (from equation 3.28
with GK = a ) ,
~ MaL' ~d-~{)4 Erljl;j E,1"" = 0 (El)
or with M = ~ ,
where
-4·
A \
Le. A. =~~ AI Eh's .
(E2)
and
••
This diff~rential equation has a solution,
The.bou~dary conditions are
At z/L = 0 ;
At z/L = 0.5
(E4)
(E5)
(1;:6)
(E7)
•
•
•
directly,
From boundary conditions (E4) through (E7) ,we get
(E8)
(E9)
(E10)
(Ell)
(E12)
(El3)
..
•
and
whence
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(E14)
(J1S)
, ...
•
.. '"-CI[~ Aso/t.. - k~CII5l".,.~]
4- C7.I~~~-Q~~1.,£]·(liti)
", .
Tbesubstitutioa of these expreaaioas iato the boualary
,
coa4iC1ou(18) t1lr6ulb.(Bll) leads to the .characterist1c deter ...
,.' ' .
, .....c aiven ill the main text as equation 4.64.
•..
•
•
7 . 6 Appendix F
-1l3
Solution for Lateral-Torsional Buckling of a
Simply Supported Beam under Moment Gradient
wi thPartialStrain-Hardening and where Torsion
is Governed by Sai.nt Ve~ants Torsi.on Alone.
The governing di.fferential equati.on is as shown in the
main text as equation 4.30 ,
4.30
•
•
With reference to Figure 9 ,the boundary conditions are
~\,... 0 when l~ 0 or 1\.."- I (Fl)
~:L.~ 0 when ~",L or ~~e (F2)
and ~\ -:. ~~ when l'" Q(..L or ~ ~ "K..., (F3)
~l =~ when· ~~oI.L or 'K.. c; 1\" (F4)
til\. rJv
where 1(.,is the junction point between the two re.gions,l and 2,
defined by the strain-hardened zone, z =O(..L. The value of 1("
is given by (F5)
From Jahnke and Emde (39), the soluti.on of equation 4.30 is
where JJt and I.~ are Bessel Functi.ons of the first ki.nd of fract-
ional prder +1/4 and -1/4 :respectively.
..
+ (F6)
•..
•
=11.4
Now
(F7)
-vSince 4) 18 1/4 for the case above,then (-1) has both
real and imaginary par ts. Since ~ mus t .always be. re.al, then the cons-
tants involved in the imagi.nary part must. be zero. 'I'he.refore writ-
ing only the real part,for the two separate reglons of the. be.am,
we have
(F8)
(F9)
•
where
a,nd
(FlO)
(FU)
•
or for
then
we get,
E = 30,000 ksi
Esh= 900 ksi.
G = 11,540 ksi
Gs h = 2, 500 ks i
Therefore ,from the boundary condi tions (FI) through (F3)
•
o - C J' (kll '\I ~l 1'(.) (FU)
-11.5
·,
;From equation (F6) ,re.cognisi.ng (.53) that
(Fl3)
(F14)
and
we can ,write
c1.. ,J.. J,,(x)
-d.~
(Fl5)
('16)
~, ~ ~
dA -=:. C k1J '?l/Q.. I (ttl,)) _ C k~ 12 J. '("~ '\~ I '\. ""~ 2. 2 '" ~ 2" .J
On substituting this expression into the boundary
condition (F4) ,we get
(F17)
(F1B)
•
J
The 'resul ting ,charac teri,s tic equation for the eigenvalue,
kl or k2 ,is given by the ,condition that the determi.nant of the
coefficients of equations (Fl2),(Fl3),(F14) and (FlB) be zero. This
characteristic determinant is ;
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•
• '\" ::
• J~(~l) J~!i (~)') , 0 , 0
~ k ? ~ (k '2.0 0 \ J~( t~) ,1 \ll~ V)') , I
(F19)
~k '2. I ~ J .k1('1) ,--:: I (kl~'1Ivt J, C11(,1). ~ J (k'%T) :-·ll 1 (1-""J ~ "'£ '> ~I -~ \. T ,. I ~ 2. , f -~\. '"E
In the evaluation of this determinant,the functions
•
'.
( 3h . (*~);\and . 'R., J±~ 2') ') must be
treated as a whole. Since we do not have tables for these functions
we must evaluate them in terms of Bessel functions alone. For posit-
difficulty as all roots
V~ ~~ , 1(" or
'fL1 ,this in,:"olves no~ andive values of
are real and since they do not equal zero,the factors
?l/2,
't{.1 may be cancelled out. If ~ or IV, i.s negative,however,the
root (since it is to the 1/2 power) has unit imaginary value and zero
real value. Si.nce we are here ,only con.cernedwi tb. the real value,
then it cannot be cancelled out as it already equals zero. The solu-
tion to this problem is to recognise the. oddness or evenness of the
subject functions. If this is done,the functions for the negative
•
values of \ and 'iv, may be written in terms of their correspond-
ing positive values and consequently,since the half powers are now
V'l Y'l S/2,
real and unequal to zero,the factors f '~I and 10, may be can-
celled out.
·-1.17
..
•
. Since
(F20)
Then
(F21)
where f(x) is even and independent of the sign of x.
Therefore,since
then
(F22)
is odd
is even ;
".
•
On substituting the correspondi.ng positive. function then
~ Y2 3/2,
when ~ and iLl are negative ,the factors ~ ';.{"I' and "K-1
may be cancelled out and the characteristic determi.nantbecomes :
•
-U8
.,
•
• J4(~') I~ (~I),
'I 0 0,
* 2 k '20 0 ! JM(~) J-~(¥), ,. a '2
.'
** '2 I (k,~,) ** '2 k 2 (F23)± J~(k,t,) , ,+: Ja(k,.:,) , - JJt(-tl )-~ ~
~ ** ~ '2. ** ~k,Il-/t,) , +k, Ja;i\1\.i'\ - ~1~(\'f(,,) l ±k2\C\1<.,)
•
* The top sign applie.s when ~ )- 0
The bottom sign applies when ~,o
** The top sign applies when '1<..1,')-0
The bottom sign applies when ~,40
The above characteristic equation may be solved for all
values of ~ ,except when ~ equals zero or unit~. The solution
.for ~ equal to zero requires the evaluat.ion of (0) J±~{o) which
may be finite. For the case of \ equal to unity,the differential
equation is directly solvable in sine and cosine terms (26).
••
•
•
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TABLE 1
Summary of Elastic Solutions .
Cross Axial Lat. End Details of Solutions
Sect. Load Loads Loading
--f-----'·--.-- ._-,..TorfS oundary Method of Remarks Ref.Ca~.~ q2.!l<!~ti_ont Solution
x 9' 0 W.= 0 Uniform B Simple ~ DiU.Eq.0 (15)P= 0 w = 0 Moment 1.....--_____ (Expli.ci tx
y = 0 w = 0 Fixed Sol.) }.w.B0 Y
m= 0 ~------- --c--z Moment S Si~~U'Eq.Gradient 1m lidO' (':nl
B Simple Energy' {34J
--- ---'--
Poi.nt Zero S Simple W at any ( 15)
Load :~-:!::§:~~~~tE:~:~~=_;;:i:~ (15 )Uniform
Moment to Simple DiH. span. (18 )
--_......--- ......., ,,-.
----
1--...
Built- B Simple Diff.Eq. W at any (35 )
In. (Implicit point.
Sol.)
~.,~_.. _•..-..-......~.
Canti- S I Diff.Eq. .Depth (15 )lever i(Implici t) Variable
B I DiTf:iq.
----"--'lt J,?!E.l i c~E2 (151ni.fotll Zero B Simple or Ene.rgy " (15)
Load Fixed
--
f--_._-- ...,
Uniform B Urom Fixed Finite (18)
Moment ,..0 Simple Dif£.
CanU- 5 . Diff.Eq. Both .depth (15)
lever (Implici t) and load
Variable
P = P Zero Uniform S Simple -Diff .Eq. GK not (15)
Moment I(E~Ucg) Modified
B Simple Diff .Eq. (36)
!(Explici t)
--_.-Moment S Simple Energy (1!tl.
Gradient B Simple or Energy (17)
. Pi.xed
Poin.t Canti- S Simple Energy (24)
Load le.ver
xo=xo P = 0 Point Zero B Simpl~ . -Diff .Eq. (35)
yo= 0 Load or Fixed (Implicit)
xc= Xc P= p" Zero Zero B Simple Diff .Itq. (12)
yo= Yc
c
(Explic.i t)
* S means Saint Venants Torsion only. (Rectangular Sect.)
B means both St. Venants and Warping Torsion (WF Sect.)
..
..
•
•
TABLE 2
Effect of Moment Gradient
(from Ref: (17) )
Member Fully Strain-Hardened.
Simply Supported Fixed
~ Ao A~/A1 Af A~/A1~
/
1.0 11.28 1.00 22.56 1.00
0.70 12.23 1.085 24.50 1.085
0.__ -
0.30 13.79 1.216 27.6 1.216
-0.30 17.23 1.546 34.7 1.530
-0.70 18.78 1.652 37.4 1.622
-120
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TABLE 3.
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..
..
Comparision of Results by FiniteDiffer~nce .
ApproximaUonwiththe Energy Solution (Ref. (17»
and all ,''Exact'' Solution.
Values of A.
, '
Simply ,Supported Fixed - Ended
\ Finite Energy Exact Finite Energy Exact
Diff. Diff.
1.00 11.14 - 11.28 - - 22.56
,
."'
..
0.70
<, 22.30 24.50
- - -
~
0.30 13.30 13.79 - 24.98 27.60 -
-0.30 - - - 30.2 34.7 -
f
=0.70 18.44 18.78 - 36.6 37.4 \ -
••
• 1
..
.TABLE 4
"Lateral~TorsionalBuckling 'Par8Ille;t~rand Ratios
. for Members Under Partia1StralnHardenin:g .~
St. Venants Torsion Only
OnSimp1y Supported Member
...
.. 0( _.
..~ =0.70 '~'= 0.30 .~ =-0.30 \= -0.70
k~ 152.06 82.23 63.07 58.08
0
k~oC.
12.40 12.40 12.40 12.40
IbJ'O
."""" ..
.~ - . ,~ . ~45:~9"- 2'4~··.72·· 13.03'; '::;'
0.05 =OM.~:
- 6.92 4.86 2.78~,I.O
k~
-
23.97 p.97 -
.10 .~ .
1k-.lU'I - 3.615 2 ... 75 -
tr-
k~ 37.82 17.05 9.88
.15~ 3.085 2.57 1.94k~tl'O
~k~ 21.30 10.20 6.25 5.30
.30 .~. . .
,
k~'.c '1. 74 1.54 .1.23 1.13
k 15•.03 4.91~ - -
.50
~ 1.225 - - 1.05
koJ<>O
- ' .
1.00
..~.~ 12.26 6.63 5.085 4.683
-
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Note:
~~-~----------...-=:==---~--~- -- .~-
TABLE 5
Characieric3tic. Determlnant
of Member under Partial
ior Lateral - TOtsionai . buckrrng
~rai,., - Hardening.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
-I
o
-\
-6q.
4
-G
-Io
o
o
o
0.
oo
o
o
o
o
0.
o
o
o
o
o
o
0.
o
o
o
o
o
1 -8
\ -lG
o
o
8 -\
-~ \
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
a
-1
-51
-1
4
o
o
4
-\
o
o
o
o
-1
\
o
\
o
o
o
o
o
-\8
o
o
o
o
o
o
-2.o
o
-\
o
o
o
o
o
o
.'
l
o
o
o
o
o
o
supported member" ibe bottom value for ftxed e.nds.
-\
o
o
oo
o
o
~t A'A~K, it 1\2J..~14
[-I->-tC\-f~'& [\~!}ZX1Qi)
o
o
o
oo
o
o
o
o
o
o
bracketed ( r ), fht. top value is for sirnp'~are
o
o
o
o
o
o 0
o
o
o
o
o
Note: Where values
0.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o 0
•
..
•
•
TABLE ,6
Lateral Torsional BuckUng Parameters for Members
Under "ParUa1 Strain-Hardening
Warping Torsion Only On
.simply Supported Member
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•
!
0<: \ =1.00 ~ =0.70 \ =0.30 \= -0.30 \= -0.70
I A~(,lt:.. 11. 28, 12.25 13.60 17.3 18.7
1.0 A,?~.
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00~"I'O
Ate( 12.3 15.9 16.9 19.4'°' 22.6
.50 A(>~. ."
A().,I.( 1.09 1.30 1.2~ 1.12* 1.21*
Af' "
0'
14.4 25.2 25.9 28.7 30.7
.30
~ 1.66:A~,I.C 1.28 2.06 1.905 1.64
A~~. 19.1 38.1 38.2 40.5 43.0
.15~ 1.69 3.11 2.81 2.34 2.30A~~.O
A~oL
- 51.8 - - -
.10
A~
- 4.23 - - -A~I'O
A~d.. 27.7 - - ' - -
.06
A~
2.46~.l·O - - - -
0 ~ 5.77 5.77 5.77 .5.77 5.77A~."o
A=,LM
o yy
* N"ote: Result Disregarded
••
TABLE 7
Effect .0'£ Partial, Strain-Hardtming
Member wi th Fixed Ends
Warping To:rsionOnly,
ol e= 0.20 ~ = 0.30 ~ = -0 0 30 ~ =-0.70
A~
24.5 27.6 34.7 37.4
1.00 Age(.
AHC 1.00 LOO 1.00 ' 1.00
A~ 34.0 35.6 37.9 39.4
0.50 ,.~ 1.39 1. 29 1.09 LOS
~.I·C
~ 44.9 47.0 50.1 -
0.30
Ai'" 1'.83 1. 70 1.44
-~'l>';(j ,.
. '
A~04. 70.6 72.45 75.1 76.7
0.15
Af." 2.88 2.625 , 2.16 2.05~~H)
A~c4 91.6
- - -
0.10 ~.' 3.74
- - -~.I.O
A~t<>
- -
118.03 -
0.06 A '~ 3.40~.I·~ - - -
0 ~ 5.77 5.77 5.77 5.77
All,\·c
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•TABLE 8
Effect of Partial. Strain-Hardening
Member Fixed at z = 0
'Simp1eatz = L
Warping Torsion Only.
-126
•
eX. ~ = 0.70 ~ = 0.30 ~ = -0.30 ~ = -0.70
~.~~ 17.5 19.6 24.8 26.4 J
c
1.00
A~o(,
1.00 1.00 1.00 1:00A~",O
A~ 23.4 25.7 29.6
-
. 0.50
~
1.34 1.31 1.19
-A~,,"O
A~~ 35.9 38.1 41.5 44.1
0.30 A~
IAg,,,o 2.05 1.94 1. 67 . 1.67
A~ 64.5 6800 72.0 74.45
0.15
A~
3.69 3.47 2090 2.82l~~o
A
.t' 71.4 81.3 98.4 -
0010
~. 4,.08 4.15 3.97
-~\oO
i
,'.
',' ,
'0,
-* 5.77 ~. 77 5.77 5.77~\.o
•".
L'
TABLE 9
Effect of Partial Strain Hardening Member
Simply Supported at z = 0
Fixe,dat z = L
Warping Torsion Only
0(, e= 0.70 e= 0.30 ~ == -0.30 ~ = - 0.70
A-'~ 17.5 19.6 24.8 26.4
1.00
AI/DC.
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00A~,.I.O
A\0'. 26.5 27.5 29.2 30.1
0.50
Ae"" 1.51 1.40 1.18 1.14
, A~.'.O
A~lX. 31.8 32.7 34.0 34.7
0.30~ 1.82 1. 67 1.37 1.31~I.O
A~ 42.2 43.0 44.1
-
0.15 A~
2.41 2.19 1. 78A~I'O -
AQ:/' 56.8
- - -
0.10 ~. 3.24~I'O - - -
._-'
0 Aeoe. 5.77 5.77 5.77 5.77A\l,\.O
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•TABLE 10
Preliminary Lateral Buckling Tests on
Fixed Ended Members Under UnifprmMoment
~128
•
•
, ! I.....,......' Ll' L2 ., L3 L4
1 ..-Section (a) size' - 10 WF 29 10 WF 29 16 WF 36 10 WF 29
(b) bit 11.6 11. 6 16,4 11. 6
(c) d/ro 35.3 35.3 46.8 35.3
2. hZ/K - 572 572' 1717-;>' 572
3. JhlYY - 2.115 2.115 2,28 2.115Z .
4. Length of Test
Section in ins,
(a) Actual - 30.5 60 32,S 96
(b) Lcr foro( = 1.0
with
- Est = 900 ksi 50.7 50,7 52.5· 50.7
Gst =2500 ksi(c) Lact/Lcr
.60 1.18 .62 1.89
5. Plastic Moment
(a) Measured 1072 1132 2.387 1090
(b) Predicted 1130 1130 2400 1130
M =(1 Z in. kipsp Y
6. Max. moment reached 1536 1132 2387 1090
in tests
7. Point of Lateral
Buckling
<'fav/Pp *
,.
- 1
0<.. .= > 1.0 . 0.11 > 1.0 ~' 0.03~sh/~p
'"'
1
8. Mode o.f Failure Combined Local Lateral Local Lateral
& Lateral l Buckle. Buckle Buckle
Buckle
9. Value of rJav/f/Jp Not 14.5 12.2 1.65
where moment fell Determined (Local)
to 95% of~.
* Approximate value of f/Jav/rJ at :strain-hardening is 12.
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Strain-
Hardening
rFlanges Fully
,_Yielded
Mp,..-+----+--· _ -...." L.' Simple Plastic--~-~""- - --J. Hinge
/" -- __\- - \- - - -- - Lower Plas tic Hinge
/.f -- - \ \ Moment caused by
/ ./ \ \ Axial Force and Shear
. \ \.
~"
F.all-off in PlaSliC Hinge
Momen.t caused by Local or
Ove.rall. Buckling
Moment
M
S ope. = l/EI
Pp Curvature 1 Rad./inch 9sh.~ 1'Z.~p
..
1. Typical Moment-Curvature Diagram.Figure
·Stress
tr'"
. I ~
General Stress-Strain
)~t~_
~. Yield Level
/
/ /' (stress-Strain Relatio
for Structural Steel •
• Strain e
Figure 2. Typical Stress-Strain Diagram.
"'''.
-1.30
1. 7r--------,I---~-__t----_r---.......__t_-----~ ....
Si~ple upports
l.bI------P~~--_+_----_+_----_+_----~
F xed'. Suppor t
1.5f-----l----~~---_+_----_+____::=~+____I
MA
lr-----+-----J
A
1. 3~----t__----t__-_+_---....;\o_~_=__---+_---___I
1.2r-----r-----f-----l-~.___--+_---,---~
1.lr-----l-----+----'---+-----l=l~~-__1
1.0~.......----J.------L.------L..-----L...............-~
-1.0 -0.6 -0.2 ~ +0.2 +0.6 +1.0
Figure 3. Effect of .Moment Gradient as Compared
to Uniform Moment for Lateral~Torsional
Buckling - Warping Torsion Only.
\.
..
..
..
"
Figure 4.
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Effect. of Sa1.D.t Vellants Torsi.on (hZ/K)
on theCriti.cal Lateral Bw::.kling Length.
of Simply Supported Members .
•
.- •
!
I-'
W
N
Supp ted
lculated f om Ref.(
I.3tr--......,.-r-:--i------.-~---r-----,-----.,-----.....,..----------
II -
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I
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Figure 5. Effect of Saint Venants Torsion (hZ/K)
ont.he Critical Buckling Length of
Fixed E;ndedMembers .
.' ..
(Cal ulated fr m Ref.(27 )
EndedFixe
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•
Figure. 6. Effe.ct of Saint Ve.nant.s Torsion (hZ/K)
on the Critical Buckling Length for
. Beams Si.mply Supported or Fixed."'Ended.
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Assume Simply
Sported.
A
Member being considered .Assume Simply
for Lateral Buckli gSupported.
B ._-+-:C=--- ---I~D
L
___L_~ ot__----L-c:=tl~--"..,
Figure. 7. Approximations made to Determine End
RestraintEffectonL~teral Buckling.
..':- 1.b
"'"
i~rib. oad,n=.2
Di.s't{i b, Load, n=~
\ . '" '
Effect of End Lateral Restraint on
Critical Buckling Length.
0.2
Figur!€ "8.
o.
I :; I .I :
1. 8 I+---~~",,-""'-----'-------'---r---
"" I
""
Point oad,n=2
Poi.nt· oad,n=L
1. 4 t-----~~~-
1.2
1.0
·1.6
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o
Region 10 ; Region 20
Strain-Hardene~ Elastic
!
I
___________M = M
o
... ===:J
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-
z/L= 0
I
1(,= I
Figu:ce 90 Beam under Moment Gradient wi th
Partial Strain- Hardening.
z/L = 1·
I
1{.:; ~
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Figure 10. Effe.ctofPartialSt.rain-·lIaJ:deIld.ng on th.e
.Crt ti.cal I"ateral Buckling Length," Saint
Venants Torsi.on Only.
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Regi.on 2.
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.EffectofPartialStrain-Harderdng
SimplySupporte.d Mem1:ie:rl
Warping Torsion Only.'
t.gUrelZ.
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Y!eL=t. 1 7Isie.- 1'; (P4
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Effect of Partial Strain-Hardening
Mem er.FixedateachEnd
Warping Torsion Only .
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Effect of Partial. Strin-HJdening
.Member Fixed a tEnd z = 0
Simple at End z= L·
Warping Torsion Only.
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Figure 15.
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.Effect of Partial Strain-Hardening
Member S:i~ple. at EndG= 0.1 .
F1xed at End z - L
Warping Torsion Only.
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Effect of ·Partia1 Strain~Hardening
for.EndMoment Ratio ~= 0.30
withMemberunder'Various Conditions.
·.
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Figure) 7 _ Details of the. Test Set-Up in the
PreUminary Tes ts on Fixed Ended
Members.
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R€:gion 2.
E1asUc
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i(a) MOment Diagram
I
i
/®A~tua1
~ '®Assumed~ : /-ElasticCurvature
.....,.~~o..:!ft!........_---.J/Y--!..
(b) ,Curvature Diagram
Figure 18. MOment=CurvatureDiagrams for
Beams under MOment Gradient.
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Figure 19, Value of Maximum End Moment necessary
for Given Angle Change.
Figure 20.
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Actual and Assumed MOment-Curvature
Relations used for determining Total
Inelastic Angle Change.
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Fi~-:;ure .21. Extent of Strain-Hardening for Beam under
Moment Gradient in terms of Maximum End
Moment.
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Figure 22. Extent of Strain.-Harde.ning in Beam under
Moment Gradient in terms 'of Necessary
Angle Change
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(d) Equilibrium Diagram
Figure 23~ ,Details of Design. Example 1 .
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Figure 24·. Details of Design Example 2 .
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IX. NOMENCLATURE
A
= L Vh~ =
.yy
Lateral Bucklin.g. Paramete.r.
A"e
=
=
=
=
Parameter A for any value of end moment ratio.
Ae corrected for St .. Venant.s tors;j.on effect·.
IA~ corrected for effective length.
Parameter A for any value of end moment ratio (r),
and extent of strain-hardening ( a ), corrected for
St.Venants torsion .and .effective length.
Estimated value of Ao<p
= + 4.
B
c
=
is
Interpolated value .ofAcxr between Ag .and Ah .
hZ/K = Lateral Buckling Parameter.
centroid of cross-section.
C l , C2' C3'
C4 ' C5 ' C6
Dl' D2" D3'
D4
E
Arbitrary constants evaluable from boundary conditions.
Material .constants (a second subscript of 1. refers to
strain-hardening constants; a second subscript of 2
refers to elastic constants).
Modulus of Elasticity.
Et
Esh
G
.1
=
.=
=
.=
=
=
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Tangent modulus of Elasticity "" -rE.
Modulus of elas tici ty ..in z di.rec tion whenz direction has
been uniaxially strained to point .ofstrain-hardening.
Modulus of rigidity.
Tangent modulus of rigidity •
Modulus of rigidity in xy plane ""hen z direction has
been uniaxially strained to point of strain-hardening.
Moment of Inertia,
Major moment of inertia about xx axis.
Minor moment of inertia about yy axis.I yy
1m
=
= Warping moment of inertia = J~.dA
M
.=
=
=
=
=
=
.=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
2Iyyh /4 for WF beam .
J~ e; d A.
Torsion constant (St. Venants Torsion)~
Salvadori's coefficient = ML/~IyyGK.
Length of member.
Bending moment
Fixed-end bending moment .
Bending moment at z = O.
Bending moment at z = L.
Bending moment i~ 'ry! plane.
Bending moment·in ~5 plane.
Torque in"Yl~ plane.
Torque in ,:ey {>iane.
Warping moment
PR
S
S
=
=
=
=
=
is
=
=
=
Yield moment .= cry ~ •
Plastic hinge moment = cry Z.
Axial force (compressive).
Radius of curvature
Sec tion modulus
Shear center of cross section.
Shear force in"'1 direc tion.
Shear force in Sdirection.
Plasticse.ction modulus
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all; a l2 ;
a21' etc.
are coefficients of general determinant.
a
b
g
=
=
=
=
Timoshenko parameter =
Width of rectangle or flange of WF beam.
Moment gradient = (l-~) MaiL
Depth of rectangle orWF beam.
mz
=
=
+
GK
2Elm
GK
2EIm
' ..
ml]
m~
n
=
=
=
=
=
Applied moment per unit length in!j plane.
Applied moment per unit length in ~~ plane.
Exponent order.
Polar radius of gyration.
Radius of gyration about yy axis.
-1.58
= + Y2+ r2o p
Applied torque per unit length of member.
u = Deflection of shear center Sand x direction.
u* u/h
v = Deflect:ion of shear center S iny direction.
= Mean unit warping of cross-section.
=
=
x =
=
Coordinate directions of principal axes in fixed plane
of member.
= x coordinate of shear center S, w.r.t. centroid C.
Yo = y coordi.nate of shear center S, w.r.t. centroid Co
z Longitudinal axis of member.
-z = Distance from z .~ 0 to point where ~/MP = 1.0.
Distance from z ~ 0 to point whereM/MP = 0.915.
Proportion of span length in strai.n-hardened state.
1
2
Angular rotation of cross-section.
+ ~1- Restraint factor.Ll"cr -
l/lXX~Y f;
l/Iyy~x e;
=
=
=
=
=z
=
Shear strain in xy plane.
€ = Axial strain
Ex =
.r . -
yt,,! =
a =
9R
9L =
f =
'V .=
1J~ '~.
-V s =
~t ,-
"00(. ',;:: .
.~ .
~I =
II
=E
~ =
R,
~ ,-
\s ,-
cr =
cr z
.=
cry =
T =
't'xy =
~~ .:::;
~~ '-.
t·
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Axial.strain in z direction.
Deflected longitudinal axis of centroid of ,cross-section .
Variablecoordi.nateaxes along member of principal axes
of cross~section.
Angle change at plastic hinge.
Portion of 6 in member at right of, hinge.
Portion of e in .member at left of hinge.
- Deflection of shear center S in ~directi~n.
Deflection of shear center S iny/direction.
Correction factor for moment gradient.
Correction factor for St. ,Venants ~orsiono
Correction factor for end res traint.
Correction factor for partial.strain-hardening.
End restraint parameter (elastic only).
End restraint paramet~r (buck~ingonly).
~I gil = total end restraint parameter.' ,
1 - z/L (l- \ ) .
Ratio of end moments = MI/Mc,·
Arm from shear ce.nter·S,. to element of cross-section.
Axial stress.
,. Axial s tress in z dir~c tion.
Yield stress
Tangent modulus factor = Et/E or GtIG.
Shear stress in xy plane.
Curvature in S~ plane.
Curvature i.n ys plane.
~ = Pivot -spacing .instrain-hardened region.
'.1
..
,\
= Pivotspadng in elastic region.2
.,
fp = Mp/EI.
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